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FORT BUTLER: THE FORT THAT ALMOST WAS

.ROBERT W. FRAZER

A

of western army forts which never actually existed
have been accorded a pseudo-life by occasional reference in print,
or, more particularly, by their appearance with some regularity on
maps. Some of these so-called forts were military stations which
bore an official designation other than fort but were termed forts
in popular parlance. Others represent military reservations which
were proclaimed in anticipation of the establishment of forts but
upon which, for one reason or another, no forts were ever established. Fort Butler falls within the latter category. In planning
Fort Butler excellent arguments were advanced, both to justify the
post and its location. It was intended to meet real defensive needs
and to improve the efficiency and economy of the military service
in New Mexico. The proposal for the establishment of Fort Butler
was closely associated with the opinion that Fort Union no longer
served a particularly useful purpose. It is probable, though not certain, that had Fort Butler been established Fort Union would have
been abandoned. As it was, the outbreak of the Civil War doomed
Fort Butler and restored the importance of Fort Union. 1
Brevet Colonel Edwin Vose Sumner assumed command of Military Department NO.9 on July 19, 185 I. He carried with him instructions from Secretary of War Charles M. Conrad to "use every
effort to reduce the enormous expenditures of the army in New
Mexico," coupled with the suggestion that costs would be reduced
and the effectiveness of the service enhanced if the troops were removed from the towns and stationed closer to the frontier. 2 Sumner observed his instructions with extreme literalness. Economy
NUMBER
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became the watchword of his administration, an economy which
was, in fact, penurious. Brevet Brigadier General John Garland,
who succeeded Sumner as commander of the department in the
summer of 1853, wrote of his predecessor:
. . . his energies have been misapplied, and he has left the Department in an impoverished and crippled condition. . . . His great, and
sole aim appears to have been to win reputation from an economical
administration of his Department: in this, he will be found to have
signally failed, if all his acts are closely looked into-his economy run
[sic] into parsimony..•.3

Troops were removed from towns, except Santa Fe, and there the
garrison of Fort Marcy was drastically reduced. By the time Sumner relinquished his command on June 30, 1853, six new forts
and one cantonment had been established, and he had found it
expedient to reoccupy Albuquerque and to place a garrison at Los
Lunas.
The first new post established by Colonel Sumner, and the only
one to exist for more than a decade, was Fort Union. It was intended to protect the eastern approaches to the settled portion of
northern New Mexico and to serve as headquarters and general
depot for the department. It would, according to Sumner, be "directly on the line of communication with Missouri" and would
give him "more direct control, over all the affairs of the Department."4 Thus, Fort Union, at its inception, became the most important post in the department, but its importance began to be
whittled away almost at once. Even though Sumner had declared
it his headquarters, he spent comparatively little time there. On
January I, 1852, he announced that it was "indispensably necessary" to move his headquarters to Albuquerque "in order to be
nearer the new posts in the Indian country."5 General Garland,
who considered Albuquerque "the dirtiest hole in New Mexico,"
moved the headquarters again, this time back to Santa Fe, where
it had been originally.6
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Two things were characteristic of the posts established during
.Sumner's tenure. Most of them were improperly located, either
for theIr own defense or to accomplish most efficiently the purpose
for which they were intended, and all were poorly constructed. 7
They were erected by the troops in the cheapest possible manner
and began to deteriorate even before they were completed. Fort
Union was no exception. The buildings were built of lumber,
much of which was felled and sawed by the troops, and some were
provided with wooden, some with earthen roofs. S Colonel Joseph
K. F. Mansfield, who inspected Fort Union in August 1853,'
found no fault with the construction of the post, though he did
point out that it was "too close under the Mesa for a tenable positio? against an enterprising enemy."9 A year later Captain Langdon C. Easton, the quartermaster at Fort Union, wrote, "The post
is built of pine logs with the bark on, the logs laid on the ground
without any durable foundation. It is decaying very rapidly and
will require constant repairs to keep it in order."lo The process of
physical deterioration continued. When Colonel Joseph E. Johnston inspected Fort Union in August 1859, he stated that, with
two exceptions, all of the buildings "were built of green pine logs.
They are now much decayed-so much so that none of them are
worth repairing. . . ." Even a comparatively new storehouse was
"from careless construction or bad materials . . . an unfit depository for valuable property."ll
Not only was Fort Union poorly constructed, but, as soon as
Sumner left the department, the question of its suitability as a
general depot was raised. Major Ebenezer S. Sibley, chief quartermaster of the department, expressed the opinion that a more centrally located depot, perhaps one in the vicinity of Albuquerque,
would appreciably reduce expenses. 12 Actually, General Garland
had already decided to remove the general depot for commissary
and quartermaster stores to Albuquerque. IS Only the ordnance depot remained at Fort Union, and even this was to be challenged.
In 1860, when the erection of a new ordnance depot was authorized, Colonel Thomas T. Fauntleroy, then in command of the de-
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partment, stated Ratly that under no circumstances was the Mora
Valley the location IIwhich should be selected for one moment as
the site of the arsenal in this Territory." As indication that the
early abandonment of Fort Union was contemplated, Fauntleroy
wrote that the site was:
. . . on the extreme border of the D[epartmen]t the greatest distance
from the greatest number of Posts in a most exposed situation &
wholly unsafe without troops. If [the ordnance depot is] there you
must have all the organization and expense of a separate post costing
the government an annual expense of from forty to fifty thousand
dollars a year unnecessarily.14

As long as Sumner commanded the department he urged that
the transportation of military stores be accomplished by government trains. 15 The quantity of stores brought into the department
was reduced appreciably and was imported, in part, in army wagons, while the distribution of stores within the department was
handled almost exclusively by quartermaster trains. 16 With General Garland in command the army reverted to the practice of
transporting all supplies to New Mexico by contract. The first
such contracts, three in number, were made in September 1853,
and provided for the transportation of stores from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Union for sixteen cents per pound. 17 The first contract for transportation to the depot at Albuquerque was made in
April 1854, at the somewhat more favorable rate of $10.80 per one
. hundred pounds. A week later another contract was made for the
transportation of stores to Fort Union for $7.96 per one hundred
pounds.18 In 1855 contracts were made to deliver stores to Fort
Union at so much per hundred pounds per hundred miles, the rate
varying from $1.14 to $3.60, depending on the season of the year.
From Fort Union the stores were to be transported to any other
post in the department from May through August at $ I .40 and
the rest of the year at $1.80, again per hundred pounds per hundred miles. 19 Similar contracts were made up until the Civil War,
each succeeding contract providing some reduction in rates.
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All of this gave the impression that Fort Union was still functioning as a general depot, but this was not the case. In 1859 the
quartermaster at Fort Leavenworth reported that during the past
two years not a pound of freight had been shipped from Fort Leavenworth to any point in New Mexico other than Fort Union. "At
Fort Union the stores to go beyond that point are re-shipped."20
This was true in the sense that stores sent from Fort Leavenworth
were invoiced to Fort Union. General Garland's instructions had
been specific in regard to the disposition of these stores: Only the
"limited quantity" intended for Forts Union and Massachusetts
and for Cantonment Burgwin were to be deposited at Fort Union. 21 Colonel Johnston provided an explanation of the procedure
in his inspection report of 1859. The quartermaster and commissary stores were consigned to Fort Union, but as soon as new trains
could be provided by the contractors the quartermaster stores were
moved on to the depot at Albuquerque. From Fort Union the commissary department sent supplies to the posts north of Albuquerque and forwarded the rest to the general depot. 22
The fact was that neither Fort Union nor Albuquerque was
completely satisfactory as a general depot. Fort Union, easternmost post in the department, lacked the efficiency which a more
central location provided. On the other hand, stores sent to Albuquerque, despite the intent, were distributed to Forts Union,
Marcy, Massachusetts (or its successor, Garland), and Cantonment Burgwin. Thus some stores were 'hauled back over a part of
the route already traversed, adding to the expenses of the department. This gave rise to criticism from time to time, notably after
Colonel Johnston reported that when he inspected the depot at
Albuquerque the quartermaster stores for Fort Union, "just received from that place . . . were ready to be returned by the road
over which they had come."23
In the thinking of an economy-minded army Fort Union had
another serious defect. Colonel Sumner did not bother to investigate carefully the titles to the sites on which he chose to establish
posts. The reservation declared for Fort Union lay on land claimed
by Alexander Barclay and Joseph B. Doyle. 24 After a series of un-
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pleasant incidents, the claimants took the matter to the district
court in Taos. 25 The army lost, and found itself in the unhappy
position of having to pay rent for land which Sumner had assumed
to be a part of the public domain. In 1854 Barclay and Doyle
leased to the army sixteen square miles centered about the Rag pole
of Fort Union's parade, with the right of access thereto, except
across land under cultivation, for twelve hundred dollars per annum. 26 General Garland, who considered the rental extravagant,
was reluctant either to rebuild or repair the post under these conditions. 27 He went so far as to appoint a board of officers to examine the country near the junction of the Mora and Sapello Rivers
and in the vicinity of Wagon Mound for a more satisfactory site,28
but without result.
Finally, the effectiveness of Fort Union as a military position
was questioned. The post was located near the junction of the
mountain and Cimarron branches of the Santa Fe Trail. In the
years prior to its establishment attacks by Indians upon travelers in
the area had been common. On one occasion a party carrying the
mail to Santa Fe had been completely wiped out and the mail scattered and partly destroyed. This was the country of the JicarillaApache who, even though they were few in numbers, were blamed
for the atrocities. It was also a region crossed at times by parties of
Ute and Comanche Indians. The presence of Fort Union greatly
lessened the Indian menace in the general area. By the close of
the decade the Jicarilla were no longer considered to require
watching, being reduced in numbers and thoroughly subdued. 29
The Utes, who, in any case, had rarely been troublesome, were on
good terms with the United States. The Comanche and Kiowa
were the principal danger along the eastern fringes of New Mexico and their usual range was farther to the south, beyond the effective control of Fort Union.
All of these factors, the decayed condition of Fort Union, its displacement as headquarters and general depot for the department,
the changing needs for Indian defense, had greatly decreased the
initial importance of the post. The time was approaching, if not
already at hand, when it would have to be either rebuilt or re-
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placed, and economy seemed td weigh in favor of the latter. In
1858 General Garland reported:
The country east of the Pecos River as far as the Canadian has
been recently surveyed down to the western boundary of Texas, and
is represented to be a fine country for agricultural purposes. It embraces a favorite haunt of the Comanche and Kiowa Indians, who
occasionally depredate upon the eastern settlements of New Mexico.
There is a mail route established from Neosho, Missouri, to Albuquerque, which must of necessity, pass near the entrance of Utah
Creek30 into the Canadian. Near this point it is desirable . . . to_
establish a military post, with a garrison of not less than four com. . . .31
pames.

This was the first proposal for establishing a permanent post in
the Comanche and Kiowa country, although a short step in that direction had been taken with the placing of a garrison at Hatch's
Ranch on the Gallinas River, northeast of Anton Chico, in 1856.32
Nothing further was done until 1860 when"a complete reorganization of the department was ordered by the Headquarters of the
Army. The companies of the Third Infantry serving in New Mexico, together with regimental headquarters, were transferred to the
Department of Texas. They were replaced by the Fifth and Seventh Regiments of Infantry, three companies of the Tenth Infantry, and two companies of the Second Dragoons, relieved from
duty in Utah, considerably augmenting the military force in New
Mexico.33 There were in the department at the beginning of the
year nine forts, one cantonment, and three other regularly garrisoned positions. Of these it was contemplated that all but three
would be broken up, and that four new forts would be established. 34 For three of the new forts, the locations of which had already been determined, garrisons were soon dispatched. 35
The fourth of the new forts, for which the site had not yet been
selected, was Fort Butler. 36 It was intended to control the Comanche and Kiowa Indians and to serve as general depot for the department. The orders for reorganization provided that it be established on the Gallinas near the crossing of the Fort Smith road, or,
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preferably, on or near the Canadian. From mid-spring until early
autumn 186o, a column of Mounted Riflemen was in the field
conducting operations against the Comanche, as, indeed, troops
had been doing for the past several summers. 37 In April 1860, two
companies, E and K, of the Eighth Infantry were designated as
the "infantry garrison" of Fort Butler and ordered to Hatch's
Ranch to await further instructions. 3s A sutler was appointed for
the projected post. Contracts were made to supply Fort Butler
with beans and flour, 100,000 pounds of flour to be delivered at
Fort Butler or near Hatch's Ranch on or before October 31, 186o,
and 246,000 pounds to be delivered at Fort Butler during the ensuing year. 39
Despite these preliminary steps, Colonel Fauntleroy, now in
command of the department, moved very slowly to establish the
new post. In April 186o, he informed William Pelham, first Surveyor General of New Mexico, that he had set aside a ten-mile
square reservation on the Canadian River. 40 Before the month was
out, however, Fauntleroy and several members of his staff examined the proposed sites and concluded that neither the Canadian
River nor the crossing of the Gallinas offered a suitable location
for a post. At this time Fauntleroy recommended that the depot be
established either at Tecolote or the "Pecos Church" and that
Hatch's Ranch be purchased or rented for the fort. 41 In June, after
further investigation, he reported that there was "no situation on
the Canadian" feasible for a post because of the lack of wood for
fuel and timber for construction. The Gallinas, at the Foit Smith
road crossing, would not do because of "the deficiency of wood and
water & the hopeless complication of the title of the land." Finally,
he ruled out Hatch's Ranch because of the clouded title to the
land and the great cost of obtaining it. Fauntleroy now proposed
that Fort Butler be established at T ecolotito, some four miles above
Anton Chico on the Pecos. There the land, which was divided
into many Sll1all private holdings, could be acquired for between
fifteen and twenty thousand dollars. "There is no other place to be
procured," he wrote, "and unless this spot is purchased, the loca-
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tion of the desired post of Fort Butler will from necessity be postponed another season."42
On November 1 I, 186o, Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Benjamin
Stone Roberts, Mounted Riflemen, was instructed to examine
once again the country along the Canadian River to a distance of
about sixty miles from Hatch's Ranch and select a site for Fort
Butler near both the river and the Fort Smith road:
The Post will be the station of four companies of Cavalry and two
of Infantry. The main Depot for all of the Ordnance, Quartermasters,
and Subsistence stores of the Department will also be there; and will
be distributed from there, and in selecting the site you will have due
regard to the convenience of wood, water and grass sufficient for such
a post. As soon as you find a suitable site you will have laid off a Government reservation of ten miles square, with the Canadian River dividing it as equally as possible.

Once the site was selected, Roberts was to assume command of
Company K, Eighth Infantry, stationed at Hatch's Ranch, and
employ it "for any purpose connected with the establishment" of
Fort Butler. 43
Almost at the moment Roberts was being dispatched to select
the site, Colonel Fauntleroy was in receipt of a circular from the.
Office of the Adjutant General of the Army, admonishing him to
keep his expenditures "within the portions of the appropriation
for the fiscal year, so applicable." For his quartermaster department, with its many and varied expenses, the appropriation for
1860-1861 was $452,460.95, only two-thirds of the sum believed
to be necessary.44 This led Fauntleroy to proclaim in apparent
frustration:
I am now in the very crisis of a war with the Navajoes where the
great body of the troops operating, have to be supplied at a distance
of quite two hundred miles, requiring an almost incalculable amount
of transportation at costs perfectly frightful-with the Kiowas & Comanches on the whole eastern border of the territory extending for
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five or six hundred miles, unsubdued & swearing vengeance against
the settlements. With four new posts to build at remote points from
the Dep6t of supplies, themselves calling for an immediate outlay
for that specific object of at least two hundred thousand dollars; under these circumstances, I know not what to do.

He had been, he said, preparing to determine the specific location
of Fort Butler and put "it in the most active state of erection."
Now he was placed in the dilemma of choosing between a badly
needed campaign against the Kiowa and Comanche and the construction of the post he had been ordered to establish. "The cost
however of the post must now compel me to pause-& to ask instructions."45
On December 8, Captain Roberts reported the results of his examination. He found the road, leading some fifty-six miles almost
due east from Hatch's Ranch to the Canadian River, "an excellent
natural highway." The Fort Smith road crossed the Canadian
River near the northwestern extremity of the Mesa Rica, which
extended for several miles along the right bank of the river. On
the left bank a series of lower, broken mesas pressed in on the
river, causing it to Bow, narrower and swifter, between high banks
and cliffs, for about six miles through the "angostura." Below these
narrows the mesas receded and the valley widened out. It was here
that Roberts fixed the site for Fort Butler. As he described the location it was an almost ideal setting:
About two miles from the lower end of the "Angostura" I have
selected the site for the location of Fort Butler. It is central on a long
succession of Bosques of cotton wood, almost conterminous for a distance of about three miles. Three of these Bosques are quite large,
and I have estimated the number of large cotton wood trees in the
three, at about 5000; a very large supply for this region of country.
Within five miles wood for the purpose of fuel is inexhaustable. The
water is the purest I have seen in New Mexico, and has never been
known to fail. Even in the season of extreme drought, the volume
Howing through the pass, does not appear to have been lessened, although it has failed above and below. This fixed regimen of the river,
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along this canon, suggests the important fact, that its supply o£'water
is not dependant on the snows in the mountains at the sources of the
river, but comes from springs at the bases of the Mesas that form the
pass. There is close at hand abundant sand stone for building, and
the bottom soil is adapted to the composition of strong adobies. The
fall of water through the Angostura is ample as an hydraulic power
for mills and machinery on quite a large scale. It makes artificial irrigation for all the bottom lands below, embracing several thousand
acres of agricultural valleys, simple and economical. The grasses of
the bottom, and the swelling steppes that rise from it, are the nutricious gramma and the rich buffalo tuft. The swales that open out
into the Mesas furnish grass for the scythe.
Taking all the advantages of this point into consideration, the water and water power, its supply of fuel, its cultivable lands, its grasses
and bosques of cotton wood trees for shade, its stone for building
purposes and its strategic position, I do not hesitate strongly to recommend it for a large military post. It holds the passes into the Comanchee country, and protects the settlements on every stream this
side of the mountains. It is on the nearest line of travel to the first
productive region within the states and is of essential military necessity for the protection of Emigrants crossing the ,plains by the Fort
Smith road. Its distance to the lands of the friendly Creek Indians is
within four hundred miles and water, timber, grass and roads are notably better on this, than any other overland route to the states on the
Pacific coast.

Having thus described what would appear to be a most excellent
site for a military post, Roberts injected one disparaging note. It
was a "military key to the Comanche country" but a poor location
for a general depot. Large numbers of public animals would of
necessity be stationed at the depot. Moreover, the protection afforded by the fort would attract private herds to the adjacent pasturage. This assemblage of animals would constitute an invitation
to the Indians to prey upon public and private herds alike, and a
large military force would be required merely to protect property.
Further, the position was not "geographically convenient" for the
distribution of supplies to the other posts in the department. Roberts recommended instead that Hatch's Ranch, or a point in its
vicinity, be selected for the depot. 46
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Colonel Fauntleroy, however, approved the site below the angostura for both the fort and depot. He proposed to occupy it at
once and, despite the lateness of the season, expected that by the
time stores reached the department from Fort Leavenworth in
1861 adequate storehouses would be available to receive them. 41
He set aside a reservation of one hundred and twenty square miles,
roughly bisected by the Canadian River,48 and, on December 26,
186o, he instructed Second Lieutenant Lafayette Peck, Eighth
Infantry, to go at once to Albuquerque "and procure such supplies
as are required for the immediate establishment of Fort Butler."49
This, as it happened, marked Fort Butler's closest approach to existence. In May 1861, a "talk" was arranged with the Comanche
Indians at "Fort Butler, or as they call it Mesa Rica," and beef cattle and other subsistence stores were sent from Fort Union to regale the Indians,50 but by that time any possibility that Fort Butler
would actually be established had ended.
The rapid approach of the Civil War completely disrupted the
department. Colonel Fauntleroy was ordered to report to the
Headquarters of the Army in Washington, but, even though arrangements were made for his compliance, 51 he chose to go instead
to Virginia to offer his services to the Confederacy. His successor,
Colonel William Wing Loring, Mounted Riflemen, who assumed
command of the department on March 22, 1861,52 was, like
Fauntleroy, a southerner. He held the command for only three
months before he too departed to serve the South. During his brief
tenure the department underwent further disruption. Loring ap. proved the site selected for Fort Butler "on account of the influence it will give us over the Comanches whose favorite haunts are
upon that [the Canadian] River and within striking distance of
where Fort Butler is to be." It was not, however, in his opinion, a
suitable point for a general depot, and he requested authority to
locate the depot elsewhere. 53 In March 1861, four square miles of
Hatch's Ranch were leased by the army for one hundred dollars
for one year, plus five dollars per month for "each room" on the
ranch,54 but it was not developed as a depot. Rather, in July 1861,
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Fort Union again became the general depot for quartermaster and
commissary stores. 55
This was a time for abandoning, not establishing posts. On June
1 I, 1861, Loring turned the "general charge" of the department
over to Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Edward R. S. Canby, Tenth
Infantry.56 In July the Confederates occupied Fort Bliss and
launched their invasion of New Mexico. Canby was fully occupied by his efforts to raise volunteer companies in anticipation of
the withdrawal of the regular army troops,57 and in preparing to
defend the department. There was no time for, nor interest in,
Fort Butler when many posts were being either abandoned or
evacuated and their garrisons pulled in to meet the Confederates.
Only after the arrival of the California Column, under the
command of Brigadier General James H. Carleton, in September
1862, and the complete expulsion of the Confederates from New
Mexico, could attention again be devoted to the control of the Indians. Carleton, as commander of the department,58 moved vigorously to suppress Apache, Navajo, Comanche, and Kiowa depredations. He too considered a post on the Canadian essential to the
control of the Plains Indians. Strangely, he ignored the already
proclaimed Fort Butler reservation. Instead, under his direction, a
site was selected on the right side of the Canadian River near the
mouth of Pajarito Creek, north of present Tucumcari. There, on
August 15, 1863, was established what was at first called Camp
Easton but was soon designated Fort Bascom. The land thus occupied was privately claimed.59 It was leased until Fort Bascom
was abandoned in 1870 and the reservation returned to the lessor
in January 1871. Thus it was that Fort Butler, which existed as a
name and as a reservation, never existed as a fort.
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NOTES
UNLESS otherwise specified all footnote references are to materials in the
National Archives. The following abbreviations are used throughout: RG,
Records Group; DNM, Department of New Mexico; OQM, Records of
the Office of the Quartermaster General; OAG, Records of the Office of
Adjutant General; USAC, Records of United States Army Commands.
I. Even so, Fort Union was twice relocated, first in I 86 I and again in
1863. The ordnance depot continued to occupy the site of the original post.
2. Conrad to Sumner, April I, 1851, Annual Report of the Secretary
of War, 1851, 32 Cong., I Sess., Sen. Exec. Doc. I (Washington, 1851),
pp. 125-26. The name of the department was officially changed to the Department of New Mexico on Oct. 31, 1853.
3. Garland to Col. Samuel Cooper, Oct. 28, 1853, RG 98, USAC,
DNM, Letters Sent.
4. Sumner to Brevet Lt. Col. William W. S. Bliss, Aug. 3, 1852, ibid.
5. Sumner to Col. Roger Jones, ibid.; Orders No.6, Jan. 9, 1852, RG
98, USAC, DNM, General Orders.
6. Garland to Cooper, July 30, 1854, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters
Sent; Orders No. 27, Sept. 6, 1854, RG 98, USAC, DNM, General
Orders.
7. Albuquerque and Los Lunas occupied rented facilities so that any
shortcomings in their construction cannot be blamed on Sumner.
8. Brevet Maj. Ebenezer S. Sibley to Brig. Gen. Thomas Jesup, Sept.
I, 1852, RG 92, OQM, Consolidated Correspondence File.
9. Robert W. Frazer, ed., Mansfield on the Condition of the Western
Forts, 1853-54 (Norman, 1963), pp. 15, 32-38.
10. Easton to Jesup, Aug. 2, 1854, RG 92, OQM, Consolidated Correspondence File.
I I. Johnston to [Lt. Col. Lorenzo Thomas], Aug. 24, 1859, OAG, Letters Received, Main Series, Microcopy 567, Roll 595.
12. Sibley to Jesup, Dec. 6, 1853, RG 92, OQM, Consolidated Correspondence File.
13. Garland to Thomas, Nov. 27, 1853, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters
Sent.
14. Fauntleroy to Cooper, April 29, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Records Relating to Indian Affairs, Box 39.
15. Sumner to Lt. Col. Thomas Swords, Oct. 25, 1851; Sumner to
Jones, Oct. 25, 1851, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters Sent.
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16. Almost three months after his arrival in the department Garland
reported, "The empty storehouses left by my predecessor are not yet filled.
. . ." Garland to Thomas, Oct~ 29, 1853, ibid.
17. Lt. Joseph H. Whittlesey with Russell, Waddell, and Co., Sept.
15, 1853; Whittlesey with Alexander Majors, Sept. 16, 1853; Whittlesey
with James B. Yeager, Sept. 15, 1853, RG 92, OQM, Register of Contracts.
18. Maj. David H. Vinton with Majors and Russell, April 25, 1854;
Vinton with Jones Creech and Armistead Dawson, May 2, 1854, ibid.
19. Sibley with Majors and Russell, March 27, 1855, ibid. This contract was for two years.
20. Capt. Stewart Van Vliet to Jesup, Sept. 16, 1858, RG 92, OQM,
Consolidated Correspondence File.
21. Garland to Cooper, April 27, 1856, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters
Sent.
22. Johnston to [Thomas], Aug. 24, 1859, OAG, Letters Received,
Main Series, Microcopy No. 567, Roll 595.
23. Johnston to [Thomas], Aug. 18, 1859, ibid.
24. Barclay obtained the land in 1848 from James M. Giddings and
Robert Brent, whose claim was based on the Scally Grant. He sold a half
interest in the property to Doyle in 1852. Justice of the Peace Record
Group No. I, Mora County, p. 98. Microfilm copy in the New Mexico
State Records Center imd Archives, Santa Fe. Actually, Fort. Union was
not on the Scally Grant but on the Mora Grant. After the fort was abandoned the reservation reverted to the claimants of the grant on April I,
1894.
25. Three cases were tried, one against Brevet Major James H. Carleton for. trespass, one against Sumner and Major Gouverneur Morris for
"ejectment," and one against Sumner and Carleton for trespass. The defendants lost all three cases and were ordered to pay fines and costs. By the
time the decisions were rendered Sumner and Morris had left the department. The court proceedings are in RG 98, USAC, DNM, Unentered
Letters Received, 1854..
26. Indenture between Barclay and Doyle and Maj. Daniel H. Rucker,
March 22, 1854, RG 92, OQM, Register of Contracts.
27. Garland to Cooper, April 27, 1856, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters
Sent.
28. Special Orders No. 27, April I, 1856, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Special Orders. \...
29. See Johnston to [Thomas], Aug. 24, 1859, OAG, Letters Received,
Main Series, Microcopy No. 567, Roll 595.
30. Ute Creek joins the Canadian a few miles west of the present town
of Logan, New Mexico.
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31. Garland to Thomas, Aug. 8, 1858, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters
Sent.
32. Troops had been stationed in the vicinity of Hatch's Ranch in connection with operations against the Comanche in 1855. On Oct. 10, 1856,
a company of Mounted Riflemen was ordered to take winter quarters at
the ranch. Special Orders No. 132, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Special Orders.
From that time on troops were stationed there almost continuously into
1861. The owner of the ranch, Alexander Hatch, usually permitted the
military to occupy his land, which was on the Antonio Ortiz Grant, without charge.
33. General Orders No.6, March 12, 1860, RG 94, OAG, Headquarters of the Army, Orders and Circulars.
34. The posts to be abandoned were Forts Buchanan, Defiance, Marcy,
Union, Craig, and Fillmore, Cantonment Burgwin, and the Posts of Los
Lunas, Albuquerque, and Hatch's Ranch. After listing the posts to be established and retained General Orders No.6 stated specifically "All other
posts, now occupied in the Department of New-Mexico, will be abandoned." Ibid.
35. These forts, for which names had not yet been selected, were
Breckinridge, Floyd (McLane), and Fauntleroy (Wingate). See Special
Orders No. 52, April 29, 1860; Special Orders No. 79, July 8, 1860; and
Special Orders No. 98, Aug. 17, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Special
Orders.
36. The name Fort Butler was specified in General Orders No.6.
Though it is not so stated, it has been assumed that the post was named in
honor of Benjamin Butler.
37. The campaign of 1860 was the most impressive which had been
undertaken, involving columns from the Departments of the West and
Texas as well as New Mexico, eighteen mounted companies in all. See Lt.
Col. Henry 1. Scott to Fauntleroy, March 10, 1860, OAG, Letters Received, Main Series, Microcopy 567, Roll 619.
38. Special Orders No. 42, April 10, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM,
Special Orders. Company E was later transferred to Fort Fillmore, but
Company K was stationed at Hatch's Ranch until January 1861. See Special Orders NO.5, Jan. 20, 1861, ibid.
39. Special contract made by Brevet Lt. Col. John B. Grayson with
Tomas C. de Baca, June 12, 1860; Special contract made by Lt. Thomas
K. Jackson with Simeon Hart, June 28, 1860; Special contract made by
Grayson with Boice and Desmarais, Sept. 22, 1860, RG 192, Records of
the Office of the Commissary General of Subsistence, Register of Contracts, 1848-63.
40. [Lt. John D. Wilkins] to Pelham, April 4, 1860, RG 98, USAC,
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DNM, Unentered Letters Received, 1860. A month later Fauntleroy modified the reserve to consist of eighteen sections in Township 13, N. Ranges
30 and 31 E. [Fauntleroy] to Register and Receiver of Land Office, May
1, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters Sent.
41. Fauntleroy to Cooper, April 29,1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM,
Records Relating to Indian Affairs, Box 39.
42. [Fauntleroy to Cooper] June 10, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM,
Unentered Letters Received, 1860.
43. Brevet Capt. Dabney H. Maury to Roberts, RG 98, USAC, DNM,
Letters Sent.
44. Capt. James 1. Donaldson to Fauntleroy, Nov. 13, 1860, RG 98,
USAC, DNM, Letters Received.
45. Fauntleroy to Cooper, Nov. 12, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters Sent.
46. Roberts to Maury, Dec. 8, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters
Received.
47. Fauntleroy to Cooper, Dec. 16, 1860, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters Sent.
48. Although the reservation was not occupied for military purposes
it was retained until July 22, 1884, when it was turned over to the Interior
Department by presidential proclamation.
49. Special Orders No. 184, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Special Orders.
50. Col. William W. Loring to Lt. Alexander McRae, April 25, 1861;
Maury to Capt. Thomas Duncan, May 2, 1861, RG 98, USAC, DNM,
Letters Sent.
51. Special Orders No. 31, March 27, 1861, RG 98, USAC, DNM,
Special Orders.
52. Orders No. 9, March 22, 1861, RG 98, USAC, DNM, General
Orders.
53. Loring to Thomas, April 7, 1861, RG 98, USAC, DNM, Letters
Sent.
54. Lease, Roberts with Hatch, March 5, 1861, RG 92, OQM, Register of Contracts.
55. Orders No. 22, July 20, 1861, RG 98, USAC, DNM, General
Orders.
56. Canby to Asst. Adj. Gen., June II, 1861, The War of the Rebellion, A Compilation of the Official Records, series 1, vol. 1 (Washington,
1880), p. 606.
57. On June 14 all companies 9f the Fifth and Seventh Infantries and
two companies of the Tenth Infantry were ordered from the department to
Fort Leavenworth with the least possible delay. Orders No. 12, June 14,
1861, RG 98, USAC, DNM, General Orders. This left only the Regiment
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of Mounted Riflemen and four companies of Second Dragoons in New
Mexico.
58. The Department of New Mexico was dissolved on July 3, 1861,
and the area merged with the Western Department. It was reestablished
on Nov. 9, 1861, and continued to exist until June 27, 1865, when it was
finally abolished. Raphael P. Thian, Notes Illustrating the Military Geography of the United States (Washington, 1881), pp. 79-80.
59. The land, which lay on the Pablo Montoya Grant, was claimed by
John S. Watts, prominent in New Mexico's judicial and political life.
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BALLINGER VS. ROUGH RIDER GEORGE CURRY:
THE OTHER FEUD

ROBERT W. LARSON

FORMER PRESIDENT Theodore Roosevelt was in the midst of a
long African safari when a distraught supporter wrote him on October 28, 1909, saying "Taft is burning your soup. You had better
come home. HI It is a matter of opinion whether the portly, sincere
man occupying the White House was "burning the soup," but he
was in fact struggling with an increasing number of political difficulties, many of them involving former Roosevelt lieutena~ts. Gifford Pinchot, Roosevelt's close friend and Chief Forester of the
federal government, had criticized Richard A. Ballinger, Taft's
controversial Secretary of the Interior, thus paving the way for his
own dismissal from office two months later. Newspapers periodically exposed serious differences of opinion between President
Taft and rebellious progressives within the Republican contingent
in Congress. These personal and ideological differences eventually
led to an open and bitter break within the Republican party, and
had a far-reaching effect upon American political history.
Much has been written about the famous Taft-Roosevelt feud
and the consequences' it had for the 1912 presidential election.
From his Bull Moose third party platform, Teddy Roosevelt flailed
mercilessly at the shortcomings of his former friend and was answered in kind by candidate Taft. Woodrow Wilson and the Democratic party easily swept into control of the presidency and both
houses of Congress as a result of the split Republican vote.
George Mowry has contended that the feud between Ballinger
and Pinchot was the ultimate blow to the already strained relation-
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ship between Roosevelt and Taft. After his dismissal by Taft, Pin. chot met with Roosevelt at Porto Maurizio. Mowry concludes that,
having heard Pinchot's bitter complaints, Roosevelt never again
felt the same toward Taft. The "Pinchot conference ended a
friendship."2 Seeds of discord had already been planted by Taft's
failure to reappoint certain men recommended by Roosevelt such
as James R. Garfield, Ballinger's predecessor in the Department of
the Interior, and diplomat Henry White, but evidently Roosevelt
was not seriously disturbed by Taft's independent actions until
after Pinchot's dismissal.
Even better known are the sharp differences of opinion between
Taft and Roosevelt supporters in Congress during Taft's term,
over such issues as the Payne-Aldrich Tariff, the move to dislodge
Speaker Cannon, and the Canadian-American reciprocity treaty.
There was another, lesser known, feud between a Taft man and
a Roosevelt man which may also have directly affected the TaftRoosevelt relationship. On October 25, 19°9, George Curry, a
Roosevelt appointee who had served as governor of New Mexico
since 1907, offered his resignation to President Taft, who accepted
it. 3 The prime factor which motivated both the resignation and
its acceptance was Ballinger's uncompromising hostility toward
Curry. Taft supported his Secretary of the Interior in this affair in
the same way he had backed him in the Pinchot controversy.
Roosevelt's reactions to the Curry-Ballinger clash are not so
readily discernible as the repercussions from the Pinchot affair.
The well-known friendship between Roosevelt and Pinchot was
deeply rooted in their mutual devotion to 'The Strenuous Life"
and conservation of America's incomparable beauty and rich resources. An ardent supporter and loyal friend to Roosevelt over
many years, Governor Curry also had qualities which had earned
admiration and friendship in return.
The association began in a roundabout way when Curry met
William H. H. Llewellyn, who later became a particularly close
Roosevelt pal, at a horse race in Lincoln County, New Mexico, in
1889.4 The two men eventually became fast friends and officers in
Roosevelt's Rough Rider regiment. Llewellyn's son, Morgan,
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served under Curry as a corporal in the Spanish-American War,
and in later years Curry and William Llewellyn made trips
together to the East to see "the Colonel," as Roosevelt was affectionately called by men who had fought with him. During the
Spanish-American War, Curry wa~ captain of Troop H, composed
primarily of volunteer New Mexicans. Simply by virtue of being
one of the beloved Rough Riders, Curry now had a permanent
place in Roosevelt's heart. In recounting the deeds of the Rough
Riders, however, Roosevelt singled out Curry, a "New Mexican
sheriff of fame,"5 along with several other favorite officers.
Undoubtedly Curry's friendship with Llewellyn, who served as
a captain in Cuba, gave Curry added favor: The romantic Roosevelt was much drawn to the man he listed in The Rough Riders
as ranking only just below martyred Bucky O'Neill of Arizona,
killed shortly before the charge up Kettle Hill. In his book Roosevelt notes with approval that Llewellyn was "a good citizen, a po~
liticalleader, and one of the most noted peace officers in the country; he had been shot four times in pitched fights with red marauders and white outlaws."6
Llewellyn became Roosevelt's chief source of information concerning the peacetime tribulations of his Rough Riders, and there
were many. In one letter to the Colonel, Llewellyn mentions a
comrade from Silver City, New Mexico, who was sent to the penitentiary for accidentally killing his sister-in-law while attempting
to shoot his wife. 7 Roosevelt never deserted his Rough Riders regardless of what they did. In 1906, when Taft, serving as Secretary of War, asked Roosevelt for the name of a Yale man who
might be named to some post in the Southwest, Roosevelt responded: "I guess Yale '78 has the call, as there seems to be no
Rough Rider available and every individual in the Southern District of the Indian Territory (including every Rough Rider) appears to be either under indictment, convicted, or in a position that
renders it imperatively necessary that he should be indicted."8
Llewellyn is one of the few Rough Riders Roosevelt names in his
autobiography.ll Roosevelt had enough faith in Llewellyn to appoint him United States attorney for the district of New Mexico
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despite his lack of qualihcations for the job. Curry said: "I think
the President thought more of Llewellyn than any other man in
New Mexico."lo
But Curry also had his own special relationship with Roosevelt,
which began when the two were comrades in arms. In June 1898
Curry and his troops, on a train bound for Tampa, Florida, were
stopped and sidetracked for a period of eighteen hours only eighteen miles from their destination. Captain Curry, concerned by the
lack of water for his troops' horses, asked the conductor and engineer to move the train two miles away where there was a small
stockyard with a water supply. The trainmen refused, saying this
was contrary to their orders. Curry then simply placed them under
arrest and used some of his own men with railroad experience to
move the train to the stockyard. The adjutant general to whom
Curry reported this action ~ngrily recommended that Curry be
reprimanded. As Colonel Leonard Wood, Commander of the
Rough Riders, was away, the job of reprimanding Curry fell to
Roosevelt. But little did the adjutant general realize that to Roosevelt, Curry's resourcefulness represented precisely the sort of bold
leadership he most admired. Having read the account of Curry's
action, the bespectacled officer looked at Curry and in his distinct
Harvard accent said: "Captain, why the hell did you wait eighteen
hours?"ll Thus began a friendship that continued as long as the
two men lived. The toss of a coin sent Captain Maximiliano Luna's troops to Cuba rather than Captain Curry's, but Curry was
waiting at Montauk Point, Long Island, to greet the fever-stricken,
but victorious Rough Riders on their return from Cuba. 12
Curry was one of those who left the Democratic party to follow
the magnetic Colonel in his political battles. While Roosevelt was
campaigning for the governorship of New York, Curry, on an excursion up the Hudson River to West Point, made his hrst speech
as a Republican in support of Roosevelt's candidacy.13 Roosevelt
also viewed with favor Curry's service in the Philippines both during and after the insurrection led by Emilio Aguinaldo. He served
as a lieutenant in the army, a provost marshal, governor of several
provinces, and Police Chief of Manila. While provost marshal at
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Niaic on the island of Luzon, Curry met William Howard Taft,
who was heading the Philippine Commission. Later, when Taft
had been appointed civil governor of the Philippines by President
McKinley, he made Curry chief of police in Manila14 and a cordial relationship developed between the two.
McKinley was assassinated in 190 I and Vice-President Roosevelt assumed the presidency. The new responsibility was a stimulating challenge for his restless, driving energy. But even in the
midst of myriad activities he did not forget his friend Curry, serving his country in the best Roosevelt tradition. In 19°3 Curry returned from the Philippines, a victim of cholera which had reduced his ordinarily robust six-foot frame to one hundred twentyfive pounds. He ·was invited to the White House in early January
19°4, and spent a pleasant week imparting to an enthusiastic President his intimate knowledge of the Philippine situation. On the
evening before his departure, Curry attended a Roosevelt dinner
with such guests as Lord Brice, the British ambassador; John J.
Pershing, then a colonel; and Bernard S. Rodey, New Mexico's
delegate to Congress. 15 Not long after, President Roosevelt arranged for Curry's return to the Philippines as governor of Isabela
province. During Curry's second stay in the Philippines he was
erroneously reported as missing in action at Macton in the province
of Samar. Upon learning that Curry was safe, Roosevelt cabled
him: "Heartiest congratulations on your miraculous escape. Keep
a stiff upper lip. I am with yoU."16
When a vacancy occurred in the governorship of New Mexico,
Roosevelt virtually commanded Curry to fill it. Problems within
the Territory were a constant headache to the President. The territorial Republican party was torn by strife and frequent charges
of corruption and abuse of power were heard. Miguel A. Otero, a
strong-willed native governor, had resigned under pressure, and
was followed by Herbert J. Hagerman, a career diplomat but an
inexperienced politician. Although Roosevelt had hoped Hagerman would remain aloof from the feuding and help bring an end
to corruption, Hagerman not only fought with local political leaders, but eventually became involved in a controversial land fraud
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scandal which had national reverberations. 17 In February 1907,
even before the President asked for Hagerman's resignation, he
cabled Curry asking whether he would be interested in the governorship of New Mexico should there be a vacancy. Captain Curry,
then governor cif the province of Samar in the Philippines, replied
that he was engaged in a pacification program of native insurrectionists and could not leave the Philippines at this time. Such an
answer could only endear Curry to Roosevelt and in a cable dated
April I, 19°7, the President announced: "Have today appointed
you as Governor of New Mexico. You must accept."IS Curry
claimed that Taft, then Secretary of War, had recommended him
for the post during a cabinet meeting at which he cited Curry's
"exceptionally good" record in the Philippines. 19 But a letter to
Roosevelt from Major Llewellyn, dated February 27, 1907, urging
the President to find a position for Curry in New Mexico, probably inRuenced Roosevelt's final decision as much as anything
else. 20
The President did his best to pave the way for his old companion in the difficult New Mexico situation. "Curry is as straight as
a string," he wrote an agent from the Justice Department who was
investigating the land fraud scandals. 21 When Curry was criticized
personally, Roosevelt was quick to defend him against the charge
that he could not "successfully resist the territorial gang" that ran
New Mexico. 22
Many people interpreted Curry's appointment as governor as a
sure indication that Roosevelt had given up his old plan of joining
Arizona and New Mexico as one state and would now support
single statehood for New Mexico. 23 Curry was an unwavering advocate of single statehood and claimed in his autobiography that
before accepting the governorship he had received a pledge from
the President allowing him a "free hand" in working for statehood.
"The majority of my regiment were men from New Mexico and
Arizona," Roosevelt told Curry. "I would like very much to be able
to sign the bill creating the two states before my term as President
expires."24 Historian Claud G. Bowers states that Roosevelt's "sudden conversion" to single statehood was "undoubtedly due to the
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presence of Governor Curry," which, added to political considerations, made this new presidential policy inevitable. 25
During the time Curry served as governor, Roosevelt demonstrated his warm regard for him on several occasions. Early in 1908
the President planned a steamboat trip down the Mississippi River
with a group of governors whose states bordered on the great river.
Governor Curry and Governor Frank Frantz of Oklahoma, a
former Rough Rider officer, were invited by the President to join
the party. Two large, luxuriously equipped steamboats waited at
St. Louis: The Mississippi for the President and his staff, and The
Missouri for the governors. Curry assumed he would join the other
governors and therefore boarded The Missouri. But this delayed
the entire trip as Roosevelt insisted that Curry sail with him and
sent messengers to find his old comrade. The Mississippi started its
river journey to Memphis only after Curry was safely on board. 26
Roosevelt's affection for Curry continued when he was no
longer president. Writing to Bronson Cutting, who later became
a senator from New Mexico and one of its most powerful politicians, Roosevelt said: "I have great regard for Curry. I have tested
him again and again and he is straight as a string. Don't you like
him?"27
Curry more than repaid Roosevelt's faith in him over the years.
As a member of Congress in I 9 I 2, his political loyalty to Roosevelt prompted him to be the first congressman to follow the former
President to the Bull Moose side. Campaigning vigorously for the
Progressive Party in the mining regions of Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, Curry demonstrated that he was an honest, unhypocritical friend as well as a helpful one. George Perkins, the new
party chairman, wanted to send $50,000 to New Mexico to help
carry the state for Roosevelt, but Curry told him frankly that the
money would be wasted there. Although this caused Curry's progressive allies in New Mexico to criticize him bitterly, the advice
proved sound, for Roosevelt carried only two counties in New
Mexico, most of the voters preferring Wilson. 28
In the twilight of his career, Roosevelt called once more on his
tried and true friend. Although he was no longer his former vig-
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orous self, the indomitable Teddy wanted to organize and lead a
volunteer ~orce to France in the early days of America's participation in World War I. Curry was fifty-seven years old and doubted
whether he could pass the military physical examination. Roosevelt was fifty-eight, had virtually lost his sight in one eye, was very
nearsighted in the other, and his health had steadily declined since
his Brazilian adventure. But this did not dampen the enthusiasm
of the two men when they met at Oyster Bay and eagerly discussed
plans for a volunteer regiment.
Curry was to recruit four companies in New Mexico and serve
as a major. Once back in New Mexico, he filled his quota quickly
for, as he wrote Roosevelt, enlistments "poured in from all parts of
the state." Major Llewellyn's son volunteered to serve, as well as
other Rough Riders including Judge David J. Leahy and George
W. Armijo, prominent New Mexicans who were to be commissioned as captains.
A week after Wilson delivered his war message to Congress,
Roosevelt spent an hour at the White House with the President
and made a dramatic personal appeal for permission to recruit a
special division of men imbued with the Rough Rider spirit. The
former President carefully explained his plans for recruiting a regiment of volunteers from Arizona, Texas and New Mexico. 29 His
desire to serve his country on the battlefield once more was so
strong that he forgot all pride and past animosity as he literally
pleaded for the necessary presidential permission. Wilson, however, probably had no choice but to give a flat "no" to the impractical request.
Curry was certainly proud of his long friendship with a man
who was known throughout the world. That the relationship
meant a great deal to him is amply testified to in his autobiography.
Roosevelt was indeed unusual in his capacity for sincere and unaffected relationships with all sorts of people, both important and
unimportant. And there is evidence to indicate that the welfare of
his less important friends interested him just as much as that of his
friends in influential circles. Archie Butt, who served as military
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aide to both Roosevelt and Taft, relates an incident which occurred when Roosevelt was embarking on his famous African safari in late March 19°9. Old friends and admirers thronged the
New York docks to say goodbye, including Butt, who had remained in the White House to serve Taft. Roosevelt was delighted
to see his former aide. "By George, it is good to see you again,
Archie." Then followed inquiries about a dozen or so White
House staff members including an assistant secretary and a secret
service man. "Will Forster remain? How's good old Jimmie Sloan?
Is Major Loeffler satisfied? Is Charlie Lee still at the stables?" The
exuberant former President then commanded the crowd: "Let all
Rough Riders hold up their hands so I can find them." Pushing
through the crowd, he shook hands with every Rough Rider
present.so
In suggesting that the Curry-Ballinger feud was one strong
factor which led to Roosevelt's irrevocable break with Taft, the
friendly relations between Curry and Pinchot is a consideration.
It is very likely that the link between the Curry-Ballinger feud and
the Pinchot-Ballinger feud was strengthened in Roosevelt's mind
by the sympathetic support Curry and Pinchot gave each other.
It was not always that way. As governor of New Mexico and as
a stockgrower who, like many others, grazed his animals on the
public forest reserves, Curry quite naturally disagreed with Pinchot, who, as Roosevelt's conservation-minded Chief Forester, was
anxious to extend federal regulations to New Mexico. Governor
Curry's ranch was in southern New Mexico, adjacent to Lincoln
National Forest. Curry agreed with his neighbors, many of whom
were Spanish-speaking, that they had users' rights to graze their
stockon the public domain in order to support themselves. S! Curry
spoke for many in New Mexico when he charged that federal regulation discriminated unfairly against ranchers. A letter to Curry
from a Lincoln County resident claimed that Pinchot's policy regarding the use of forest reserves was forcing families to leave their
homes because they could not afford to pay the fees charged for
use of the forest. s2 The problem of users' rights so concerned
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Curry that on one occasion he invited local Forest Service officials
to accompany him to Lincoln County and see the situation for
themselves.
Despite these differences of opinion over the use of public lands,
an open break between Curry and Pinchot did not occur until a
New Mexico lumber company, Alamogordo Lumber, was accused
of having fraudulently acquired twenty thousand acres of the Territory's timber land. Albert B. Fall, attorney general of the Territory, denied that the lumber company had done anything illegal
and Curry supported this view. In the midst of the accusations and
countercharges Curry rather abruptly offered to resign as governor.
Greatly disturbed, Roosevelt refused to accept the resignation. He
feared chaos in the affairs of the Territory should Curry vacate the
governorship, and, no doubt, did not wish his friendship with the
Rough Rider to end in such a way. The President then instructed
federal officials in the Territory "not to meddle with territorial officials." In October 1907, the case against the Alamogordo Lumber
Company was quietly dropped. ss
By the end of the year, however, the feelings of hostility and
distrust between New Mexico's governor and Pinchot had deepened almost to a point of no return. Then Roosevelt decided to intervene and called Curry to Washington in January 1908. During
this stay in the capital Curry, accompanied by Solomon Luna,
largest sheep raiser in the Territory, and Holm O. Bursum, a territorial Republican leader, met with Pinchot to discuss forest policy and range control. The little conference was so unexpectedly
friendly that it resulted in the immediate opening to grazers of
several thousand acres of proposed national forest lands south of
Albuquerque.
With this meeting, Curry's misunderstanding of the value of
conservation gradually began to fade away. He came to regard conservation as a benefit not only for the public but for locallandowners as well, and he personally mediated disputes between local forest officials and grazers. He established a Territorial Conservation
Commission. Luna, president of the New Mexico Sheep Growers
Association, served as a member along with other prominent citi-
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zens. Pinchot addressed the territorial legislature in March 19°9,
and used the opportunity to discuss conservation problems with a
delegation of New Mexico stockmen. Curry appointed W. A. F.
Jones, a friend of Pinchot, as New Mexico's delegate to the first
National Conservation Congress held in August 1909, in Spokane,
Washington. 34 Curry was proud of his successful effort to reconcile the views of stock growers and federal forest officials in the
Territory. "I think our joint efforts havebeen the means of making
the forest service in New Mexico more popular than ever," he confided to Pinchot. 35 Curry's actions as governor did in fact prove
that the Western view of conservation could be integrated into a
federal program of resource management. Historian Elmo R. Richardson states: "Curry's official career clearly exemplified the essential role of the political leader in the satisfactory application of conservation in the West."36
Governor Curry's gradual reshaping in the conservationist mold
brought him a step closer to Roosevelt philosophically. As the
months of Curry's governorship wore on, he and Pinchot came to
feel sympathy for each other on still another score. Both were the
recipients of Secretary of the Interior Ballinger's cold animosity.
And both discovered that President Taft sided with Ballinger.
Curry's troubles began first. A number of families had filed
homestead claims on land around Clovis, New Mexico. Having
lived there and established farms and ranches, these people reacted
with stunned indignation when the federal land office informed
them in 1908 that the lands they occupied were being withdrawn
as homestead entries. The only concession to the evicted farmers
was an option to file for homestead rights elsewhere on the public
domain. A delegation of the homesteaders asked Governor Curry
to travel to Washington at their expense and protest the government's action. Curry refused the fee as he was already planning a
Washington trip, but he did agree to discuss the matter with officials in the capital.
At that time Ballinger was serving as Roosevelt's Commissioner
of Public Lands, so it was he whom Curry approached with his
problem. Ballinger's response to the grievances of the homestead-
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ers was completely unsympathetic. Curry noted not only his refusal to cooperate, but also his rudeness during the interview.
Curry then took his case to Ballinger's superior, Secretary of the
Interior James R. Garfield, who was far more understanding but
reluctant to overrule his Land Commissioner. He did, however,
give his approval to Curry's request to see President Roosevelt
about the matter. Roosevelt listened intently, and after hearing
Garfield corroborate the facts, he asked his Secretary of the Interior
to direct Ballinger to restore the Clovis area to public entry.37
Accordingto Curry, Ballinger never forgot this incident. When
Taft made him Secretary of the Interior he used his position to
make things as difficult as possible wherever New Mexico was
concerned, even impeding the Territory's statehood movement. In
February 19°9, Curry was honored by the creation of a new county
named for him. This gave Ballinger an opportunity to be critical
of low value assessments in the county.3S Of all the ways in which
Ballinger slighted New Mexico and its governor, however, Curry
most resented federal appointments, particularly in the federal
land department, which Ballinger made without consulting him. 3D
Curry finally felt so offended that he submitted his resignation
to President Taft. A number of prominent New Mexicans immediately urged Taft not to accept it. 40 The new President, no
doubt anxious to avoid ill feeling and remembering his predecessor's affection for Curry, asked Curry to come to Washington and
discuss his problem concerning Ballinger. Curry obliged and found
Taft cordial and warm as he revived memories of their common
experiences in the Philippines. The massive President earnestly
pleaded with Curry to control his impatience and remain in office
at least until New Mexico was admitted as a state. Curry agreed,
but left himself a way out by telling the President that his personal
financial difficulties were so great that he might be forced to resign
anyway in order to regain his financialloss. 41
Several months later Curry wrote Ballinger a letter, dated October 15, which followed Interior Department procedure in requesting permission to come to Washington in order to transact
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personal business. Ballinger apparently pursued his usual practice
of harassing the governor, and replied with a "curt note"- asking
Curry to state the nature of his business. The angry Curry refused
to answer Ballinger's letter and resigned ten days later. His letter
of resignation to Taft offered financial reasons only.42 Evidently
there was another, longer letter to Taft, for in his letter informing
Ballinger of Curry's action, the President remarked: "I don't think
it necessary to pay any attention to the charges."43
Curry had clashed with Ballinger and lost because Taft supported his controversial secretary. Two and a half months later
Pinchot also found himself unable to reconcile his differences with
Ballinger. His dismissal from office in January 1910, following a
bitter, public dispute with Ballinger, prompted a warm letter from
Curry, recalling their earlier disagreements and admitting that he
had been "absolutely wrong."44 Curry's strong emotional commitment to his old chief and his allies was even more clearly revealed
in a letter he- wrote to another friend about the same time. He expressed relief to be retiring as governor, for he was now completely
free to back Roosevelt in the growing Republican party split and
lend full support should the Colonel decide to run for the presidency in 1912.45
Pinchot's reaction to his loss of office was, however, far from the
equanimity displayed by Curry. The tall, aesthetic-looking forester, who was described by Archie Butt as being a member of
"that class who see evil motives in everyone else's acts save those
few who agree with them. . . ,"46 did not take his dismissal lying
down. Convinced that lie was defending the nation's natural
treasures from spoilers, Pinchot went abroad to see Roosevelt,
catching up with the touring celebrity at his sister-in-law's villa in
Porto Maurizio, Italy. Pinchot spent the entire day of April II,
1910, telling Roosevelt his version of the controversy. To support
his position he had letters from Albert J. Beveridge, Jonathan Dolliver, and William Allen White. 47 Undoubtedly he told of Curry's
resignation. Ballinger's role in losing a governor in New Mexico
was too much like the role he had played in Pinchot's own case for
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him to forget it. Pinchot probably also instinctively knew that
Roosevelt's sentiments were sure to be aroused by an adversity that
befell a Rough Rider companion and friend.
We shall never know precisely how Teddy Roosevelt reacted to
the news of Curry's misfortune. Pinchot's troubles were infinitely
more important politically. Moreover, the letters he brought were
critical of the administration on important issues such as the
Payne-Aldrich tariff. But Curry's claim on the former President's
emotions was sure to play some part in Roosevelt's growing disillusionment with his successor. We do know that Roosevelt and
Curry continued to be close friends and political associates in the
important months that followed, while a total break with Taft and
his administration became increasingly inevitable.
When Roosevelt ended his grand tour at New York harbor on
June 18, 1910, Curry was among the many people waiting for
their colorful hero's return. The press drew an historical parallel,
referring to the tumultous arrival as the "Return from Elba."48 It
was also the ninety-fifth anniversary of Napoleon's defeat at Waterloo. No doubt Teddy felt more like a victorious Napoleon than
a defeated one on that day as he greeted and waved to thousands
of admirers. Eighty ships, including a battleship and six torpedo
boat destroyers, participated in a naval parade up the Hudson
River to Fifty-ninth Street and down to the Battery where an elated
Roosevelt disembarked to hear a speech of welcome by New York
City's mayor. 49 Roosevelt's first personal remark was a cheerful
"Hello Gifford."50 Pinchot rode in one of fourteen carriages which
moved up Fifth Avenue in a gigantic parade featuring two thousand veterans of the Spanish-American War and an American Rag
said to be the largest then in existence.51
Curry rode proudly with the fully uniformed Rough Riders.
Major Llewellyn and Colonel Alexander O. Brodie, former governor of the Territory of Arizona, were among them. The Rough
Riders were divided into an Eastern delegation, composed primarily of diplomats and stockbrokers, and a less illustrious but far
more interesting Western group.52 The Westerners had taken a
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special train from St. Louis and had stopped in Washington for a
visit with President Taft before proceeding to New York. 53 In
spite of this Taft found himself completely out of the limelight
during Roosevelt's arrival.
At the end of the parade route the Rough Riders drew their
horses into a squadron on the Fifty-ninth Street Plaza. Roosevelt's
carriage stopped there and the Colonel got out to greet his boys
enthusiastically. Curry was singled out with what one reporter
called "an especially hearty greeting." "Oh, myoId friend," smiled
Roosevelt, and Curry returned the greeting by leaning down from
his mount and saying how delighted "the boys were to see him
back home safe and sound." With warm nostalgia the Colonel said
"Boys, you certainly have a claim on me."54 At that moment he
must have seemed hardly older than in the exciting days of 1898.
It was a sentimental time for the former President. Four days
after his return he attended a Rough Rider reunion at the Harvard
Club with about one hundred of his old comrades.55 But looking
back, one feels that these carefree days of jovial friendship had a
bittersweet flavor, for they were soon to be followed by the final,
bitter break between Taft and Roosevelt and by serious political
upheaval resulting from the disruption of the Republican party. A
letter from Ballinger to Roosevelt gives a hint of the trouble in the
air. Although he congratulates his former boss upon his safe return, Ballinger sends regrets that "circumstances" do not allow
him "the honor of joining your other friends in personally greeting
you on your arrival in New York."56
The rough-and-tumble world of politics was tense and exciting
in the crucial years following Roosevelt's return in 1910. Curry
and Roosevelt maintained close contact with one another, working
particulaFly hard to achieve statehood for New Mexico. Roosevelt
wrote his old and influential friend Senator Lodge that Curry
would probably call on him to discuss the statehood bill. "He is
the salt of the earth. . . . It is possible, by the way, if things go
as I hope that Governor Curry will be back as a Congressman, or
perhaps as a colleague if New Mexico comes in as a State."57 In
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January 1912, New Mexico was finally admitted to the Union.
President Taft, who had given his full support to the Territory's
aspirations, signed the statehood proclamation.
Roosevelt was delighted when Curry was elected one of the
new state's two congressmen. ''I'm awfully pleased that Curry
. . . got through," he wrote Llewellyn. 58 Shortly before the Republican national convention of 1912, Roosevelt had a personal
conference with Curry, during which the two men analyzed the
political situation in New Mexico, especially, no doubt, its effect
on Roosevelt's candidacy. 59 Knowing that he faced stiff opposition
from the Old Guard in New Mexico, Curry immediately left
Washington to journey home and campaign personally for the
former President's nomination. At the state Republican convention Curry worked diligently with Judge David Leahy and Holm
Bursum, hoping to insure at least an- evenly split delegation to
represent New Mexico in Chicago. But at the national convention
Curry and his allies were deeply disappointed when two of the
three delegates pledged to Roosevelt deserted to join the Taft
forces, leaving Bursum as the state's sole Roosevelt delegate. eo
When Roosevelt split the party by walking out, Rough Rider
Curry followed his Colonel out of the party without a moment's
hesitation. With New Mexico's ex-governor Otero, he issued a
call in his state for the formation of a new party and the election
of delegates to the Progressive national convention which would
meet in Chicago on August 5. 61
The year nineteen sixteen again found Curry working with great
enthusiasm for Roosevelt's return to the presidency. He had returned to the Republican fold along with Roosevelt, and was
elected permanent chairman of the New Mexico convention which
chose delegates to the national convention. He attended the convention, again held in Chicago, as an ardent but unsuccessful
supporter of Roosevelt. The party's. choice of Charles Evans
Hughes as standard bearer was disappointing, but when Roosevelt
passed through Albuquerque as he campaigned for Hughes, it did
give Curry a chance to visit with his friend. 62
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Right up to his death in 1919, Roosevelt knew that in Curry he
had a man he could count on. The friendship grew from its Rough
Rider beginnings into a solid, enduring relationship of genuine
affection and mutual support. In varying capacities as soldier, politicalleader in the Philippines, Governor of New Mexico, Pinchot's ally in conservation, and the first congressman to come out
for Roosevelt in the 1912 campaign, Curry's simple virtues:-honesty, courage, loyalty-justified Roosevelt's faith in him again and
again. Since the friendship between the two men was as warm
after the clash Curry had with Ballinger as it had been before, it
seems impossible not to believe that Curry's difficulties with Taft's
administration did influence Roosevelt's feelings for Taft. To a
Roosevelt perplexed by his chosen successor's conduct on several
other matters, the Curry-Ballinger clash was "the other feud."
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SHIFTING FOR SURVIVAL IN THE SPANISH SOUTHWEST

ALBERT H. SCHROEDER

M

written about the submergence by the Europeans of the American Indian and his culture, indicating that the
rate of change varied according to the type, frequency, and density
of contacts between the Indians and neighboring white men. Too
little reference has been made to those ethnic groups which retained their way of life for several centuries, practically unaffected
culturally by nearby European activities and settlements. Some of
the best examples of Indian cultural survival and Indian interaction are found in the Southwest. Here, between A.D. 1540 and
the 1820'S, a number of inter-Indian hostilities and population
shifts occurred, many of which ran their full course only indirectly
influenced by the presence of the Spaniards. Ecological factors and
intertribal enmities played a far greater role in affecting native
population shifts than did the presence of, or pressures from, the
Spaniards. This paper outlines the history of Indian population
shifts in the Southwest during the Spanish period and the factors
involved in the tribal moves discussed.
Indians, like most any other people, were prone to accept new
ideas or traits that would ease their way of life, providing that
these elements did not alter their own pattern of culture. In the
Southwest some of the Indians received gifts from the early Spanish explorers, usually trinkets and an occasional metal knife or axe.
These items paralleled articles of adornment and stone knives and
axes already existing in their own culture. As Spanish settlement
advanced into the Southwest, the Indians accepted other material
goods on the same basis. Their stone tools, stone arrow-points, potUOH HAS BEEN
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tery containers, and other objects were slowly supplemented with
or replaced by metal European items of like nature. Glass and
metal also became desired materials for adornment and sometimes
replaced native stone, bone, and shell ornaments. This process reRects substitution in, not alteration of, a basic culture pattern. The
indigenous way of life remained essentially the same without any
specific changes in settlement patterns, warfare practices, means
of subsistence, or social or ceremonial activities.

BETWEEN 1540 and 1598 six Spanish exploring expeditions visited the Pueblo farmers of the Rio Grande, as well as those of the
Zuni and Hopi villages, the desert irrigation Sobaipuri Pima farmers of southern Arizona, and the Yuman-speaking Roodwater farmers of western Arizona. The Spaniards also encountered various
nomadic Apache and Yavapai groups, as well as some factions of
Plains Indians (figure I). The exchange of a few gifts, and perhaps a few ideas, marks the extent of cultural contact that took
place. So far as is known, the explorers left no equipment, no livestock, and no seeds-only the gifts, and a few zealous missionaries
who chose to remain behind and quickly met the fate of martyrdom.
Of the southern Tiwa pueblos in the Bernalillo region (figure
2), Coronado's army in I 541 took over one for a base headquarters
and laid siege to two others. The people of nine neighboring Tiwa
pueblos left their homes but reoccupied them after Coronado departed for Mexico in 1542.1 Spanish expeditions of the 1580's reported as many as twelve to fourteen pueblos in this same area.
There is rio evidence that Coronado permanently displaced these
southern Tiwa pueblos.
Though Spanish exploratory contacts were brief, journals of the
entradas contain considerable information, supported by recent archaeological investigations, showing changes in locales by Pueblo
groups. The Pueblo people of the Chama River drainage, for ex~
ample, whom the Spaniards mentioned but did not contact,2 abandoned their homesin the late sixteenth century to join their Tewa-
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speaking linguistic relatives living along the Rio Grande between
Espanola and Santa Fe. Others, along the Rito de los Frijoles
within present Bandelier National Monument, moved south to
join their Keres-speaking neighbors at Cochiti, and some perhaps
east to San Ildefonso. Those of the pueblo of Gipuy, on lower
Galisteo Creek, moved west to join their Keres kindred at Santo
Domingo. The people of two pueblos on the north end of the Sandia Mountains which were attacked by other Indians and abandoned in 1591, probably took refuge among Tiwa relatives near
Bernalillo. Almost a dozen pueblos were permanently abandoned
between 1540 and 1598, but not from causes attributable to the
Spaniards. 3
Known hostilities between Indian groups, as recorded by the
Spanish chroniclers of these early expeditions, account for some
but not all these abandonments. The Teyas, a Caddoan-speaking
farming group on the plains, destroyed pueblos in the Galisteo
Basin and attacked Pecos on the eastern Pueblo frontier as early as
1526, but by the time the Spaniards carne in 1540, they were
friendly with Pecos. 4 Later, in the 1580's, Apaches on the plains
were enemies of the Tanos of Galisteo Basin. 5 They may also have
been responsible for the 1591 attack in the Sandia Mountains
mentioned above. In the 1580's Piro-speakers of the Socorro region
were at war with southern Tiwas on their northern border, perhaps
the warfare referred to by Juan Morlete in his report of 1591,6
but no abandonment was recorded along their common border dur{ing the late decades of the century. Some friction also existed between the Zuni and the Hopi pueblos throughout the same period. 7 All these hostilities, however, were far to the east, south, and
west of the northern pueblos abandoned during the 1500'S.
It is possible, though doubtful, that the presence of Navajo Indians northwest of the T ewa pueblos in the north might have been
a disrupting factor. The nrst specinc documentary reference to
"marauding Apaches" is in the vicinity of the Spanish colony near
Espanola, 1606-1607.8 We know that during the early 1600'S the
Picuris, Taos, Pecos, and "Apaches" formed an alliance against
the Tewa people because they were harboring the only Spanish
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settlement in New Mexico. 9 Perhaps it was this alliance that
moved the Spaniards to abandon their first colony and establish
the capital at Santa Fe, some twenty-five miles to the south, in
1610. The alliance against the Tewa people that developed in the
early seventeenth century appears to be too late to explain the
abandonment of certain T ewa, let alone Keres, pueblos in the late
sixteenth century. Moreover, since Picuris, Taos, and Pecos are
known to have carried on good trade relations with Apaches in
eastern New MeXico,1° the "Apaches" who joined this alliance are
more likely to have been from east of the Rio Grande rather than
Navajo-Apaches from west of the continental divide.
The most probable cause for the abandonment of certain northern pueblos appears to have been ecological rather than cultural.
The pueblos located on tributaries of the Rio Grande were dependent on dry farming, and the area was struck by a severe drought
toward the end of the sixteenth century.ll The Tewas and the
Keres were forced to contract their territory, and farmers from the
tributary streams abandoned their pueblos and took refuge among
their irrigation farmer relatives on the Rio Grande. 12
During the initial period of Spanish settlement in the Southwest, which began with the colony founded near Espanola by Don
Juan de Onate in 1598 and ended with the expulsion of the Spaniards during the Pueblo Rebellion of 168o, the Spaniards introduced the Rio Grande Pueblo Indians to wheat growing. Fruit
trees provided welcome additions to Pueblo diet. Although the
Puebloans had long raised domestic turkeys,13 the introduction of
pastoral ways was truly new. The Spaniards distributed livestock
among some of the pueblos, but they kept the horse herds under
guard near their own settlements because the use of horses would
increase the mobility and fighting power of the Indians. In spite
of this precaution, it was not long before mounted non-Pueblo Indians became a reality, and already existing intertribal hostilities
accelerated. The pattern of native warfare now was changing in
some ethnic groups.
The Spaniards of the seventeenth century imposed their civil
system and missions on the Pueblo people. This led to consider-
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able strife, including friction between Spanish officials of church
and state. In many instances appointed Pueblo Indian officials
used their authority to screen out or dilute unwanted elements of
Spanish culture and to evade undesirable mandates. The church
made attempts to suppress Pueblo ceremonies. Civil officials exacted payment of various items as a form of tax. Conversions
among inhabitants of the various pueblos drew members away
from native ceremonial societies, led to factional splits, and weakened the structure of their complex and closely knit society. By
the early 1640'S many of the Pueblos were rebelling against impositions which were slowly changing their way of life. Some of the
Taos Indians fled east into the plains and remained among Cuartelejo Apaches in the area of present Scott County, Kansas, until
they were brought back under-Spanish escort in the early 1660'S.14
The practice of returning Indians to their villages became the custom of the Spaniards. The only group who fully accepted mission_ization during this period was the non-Pueblo Mansos of southern
New Mexico, who, in 1659, -moved into a mission. near £1 Paso
where they eventually lost their identity (figure 3).
While Pueblo Indians in the seventeenth century resisted much
of Spanish culture unattractive to them, they were nevertheless
strongly influenced. Nomadic groups, on the other hand, continued as in the past to trade at various pueblos, obtaining Spanish
goods at times, and even horses. By the early 1640'S the governor
of New Mexico traded directly with Apaches of the plains, rather
than through frontier pueblos, bartering horses and various items
in exchange for hides, slaves, and other artiCles. The Apache masters of the plains were quick to shift from dogs as beasts of burden
to horses. In short order this one addition to their culture increased
their already mobile way of life, and mounted Plains Apache warriors now held a very definite advantage over their enemies. Apache
raids into eastern New Mexico became a major problem in the
1660'S. Their depredations, plus the severe droughts of the late
1660'S, led to the abandonment of all the Tompiro pueblos east
of the Manzano Mountains by the early 1670'S.
Apache groups west of the Rio Grande concentrated their at-
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tacks on the Zuni pueblos, which were isolated from the Spaniards, but maintained friendly relations with Acoma. In the 1580'S
Apache Indians joined Acomas in resistance against the Spaniards. 15 In 1599 Onate sentenced a number of the old people of
Acoma to the care of an Apache group.16 As late as 1692 an Apache
faction was reported in council at Acoma, an alliance the Spaniards were still attempting to break four years later. 17 These or
closely related Apaches also developed an alliance with the people
of Jemez who, up to the 1620'S, were living in the mountains,
depopulated by war and famine,18 possibly the aftereffects of the
severe drought of the late 1500'S. From 1614 on these allies also
plotted against the Spaniards. Some of· these Apaches were reported among the Jemez as late as 1694.19
In the late seventeenth century Apache raids against Piro and
T ompiro pueblos, as well as against those of the Zunis on the west,
met with little or no direct Spanish military opposition at these
pueblos. Occasional punitive expeditions were sent into Apache
country from the Santa Fe region, but few troops could be spared
to protect outlying areas. The few thousand settlers of New Mexico lived in the Rio Grande Valley between Socorro and Espanola,
with a heavy concentration in the Santa Fe area. After 1640 all
available military forces were needed to cope with a series of uprisings among nearby Tewa and Keres pueblos, and threats of
Apache attacks. 20
In August 1680, after almost a century of oppression, the Pueblo
Indians rose in revolt, forcing the Spaniards to withdraw south to
the £1 Paso region where they remained for twelve years. This
uprising marked the beginning of a number of population shifts
(figure 4). As the Spaniards withdrew, they were joined by some
Isletans and some of the weakened Piro Indians of the Socorro
region who already had abandoned one of their pueblos in the
1670'S because of Tiwa attacks 21 or Apache inroads throughout
the 1600'S.22 Perhaps the droughts of the late 1660'S and 1670'S
had also broken the spirit of those Piro farmers who decided to
leave with the Spaniards. In November 168 I Spaniards probing
north found that other Piro pueblos had been sacked and aban-
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doned. The occupants either had followed their relatives to £1
Paso or had joined other Pueblos farther north or had been taken
captive by them. 23
During the absence of the Spaniards between 1680 and 1692,
a number of pueblos moved to new sites. The Tanos of Galisteo
Basin, the first group to arrive in Santa Fe and take part in the
rebellion, remained in Santa Fe and in the area immediately to
the north. 24 The Jemez left their homes, into which the Spaniards
had gathered them in the early 1620'S, and built new pueblos in
the mountains to the north where the Spaniards had first found
them in 1614, and were to find them again in 1692, still allied
with Apaches. 25 The Keres speakers of San Marcos joined relatives on the Rio Grande who also took refuge in the mountains or
on mesas, probably for defense against the enemy Tano and Tewa
or from Apache raids coming in from the south. 26 During this
period, five Zuni pueblos were merged into one under· pressure
of continuing Apache attacks from the southeast. These enemies
had already caused the abandonment of one Zuni pueblo in the
1670'S.27 The Hopis, plagued by Ute attacks, moved their pueblos
to the mesa tops, with the exception of Oraibi which already had
been similarly situated. Perhaps it was at this time that they also
abandoned their farmlands in Canyon de Chelly.28 The Utes also
were hostile toward the northern Tiwa, Tewa, and the Jemez
pueblos. The pueblo changes in locale, almost entirely measures
of defense, can be related to pre-rebellion hostilities between tribes.
Interpueblo friction also was rife. Though Isleta did not move,
leaders of the rebellion came from the north in 1680 or 168 I and
burned the church and. all objects within it in their attempt to
stamp out everything Spanish. 29 This may explain the willingness
of some Isletans to go to £1 Paso with the Spaniards who entered
Pueblo country in 1681. Almost all Rio Grande pueblo~ were
forced to take a stand on interpueblo strife. As a result, Pecos, Taos,
Jemez, and the Keres were allied for a time against the Tanos,
Tewas, and Picuris. Apaches west of the Rio Grande were allied
with the Jemez, and those to the east with Pecos or with Picuris
and their allies. so
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The shift of pueblos to defensive positions between 168o and
1692 has been thought by some to have been due to fear of reprisal by the Spaniards if they returned. The evidence cited, however, indicates that old enmities as well as new ones Bared high
during the absence of the Spaniards and required immediate action to handle hostilities close at hand. Though the Spaniards, far
off at El Paso del Norte, had sent punitive expeditions into Pueblo
country in 1681 and 1687, on their re-entry in 1692 and 1693
they found several pueblos ready to do battle, while others sought
refuge elsewhere before the Spaniards approached their pueblos. 3 !
There is no documented case or any evidence of a pueblo changing
its locale during the rebellion or at any other time because of a
fear of Spaniards.
The Pueblo Rebellion also marks changes in and expansion of
Apache raiding patterns. After the abandonment of the T ompiro
pueblos in the early 1670'S, the Apaches of southeastern New
Mexico were able to extend their raids northwest against the
southern Tiwas, Keres, and Tanos during the revolt period. 32 This
seems to have been the reason not only for the abandonment of
Tompiro pueblos east of the Manzano Mountains, but also of the
few surviving Tiwa pueblos in the foothills of the Sandias; as well
as of the Keres pueblo of San Marcos, and for the failure of the
T anos to reoccupy their Galisteo Basin homes after the Spaniards
left in 1680 (figures 4 and 5). Northern Gila Apaches to the west
of the Rio Grande continued to hammer the Zuni pueblos, while
the Apaches of southern New Mexico ranged south of the present
international border in the early 1680'S. In 1684 the latter formed
an alliance with the Sumas, Janos, and Jocomes of western Chihuahua and eastern Sonora. 33
During the 1690'S a vanguard of southern Gila Apaches, in
company with Janos and Jocomes of northern Mexico and southeastern Arizona, began attacking Gpata Indians in Sonora, Sobaipuri Indians along the upper San Pedro River of present southeastern Arizona, and mission rancherias which were expanding
north at this time. By the opening of the eighteenth century these
Apaches began to use the Chiricahua Mountain area as a home
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base, absorbing or displacing the local Jocomes in the process. 34
Even the more northern Gila Apaches opened up new routes to
the south, via San Francisco River, to raid into northern Sobaipuri country.35 By 1762 the Sobaipuris, no longer able to stem
Apache onslaughts from the north, abandoned their fertile valley
and joined their Piman-speaking relatives near and to the west of
present Tucson,36 where Spanish missions had begun the process
of breaking down the culture of the Papagos. 37
After the return of the Spaniards to New Mexico in 1692,
Indian alignments shifted one way or another according to events.
Some of the Navajos allied themselves with the pueblos of San
Ildefonso and Cochiti. 38 The localized Pueblo rebellion of 1696
was ineffective and led to moves which can be related directly to
dissatisfaction with the Spaniards. The Tewa pueblos of Jacoma
and Cuyamungue were abandoned for all time. 39 Some dissatisfied
southern Tiwa Indians, as well as Tanos from San Cristobal and
San Lazaro pueblos on the Santa Cruz near Espanola, took refuge
among the Hopis. 40 Some of the Picuris went out among the
Cuartelejo Apaches on the plains. 41 A group of Keres speakers
also formed a new pueblo at Laguna in 1698 or 1699. In 17°01701, the Hopis even sacked one of their own pueblos, Awatovi,
for allowing Spanish friars to enter. 42 The period from 168o to
17°° was one of considerable stress among the Pueblo people at
a time when they were making a major attempt to retain their
way of life.
Several of these Pueblo shifts were riot permanent. The Picuris
on the plains requested aid and were escorted back to their pueblo
in 1706.43 Most of the refugees from Rio Grande pueblos, when
offered the choice, elected to leave the Hopi villages in the 1740'S
and settled at Sandia and other pueblos. 44 Only the Tano group
who had settled in 1696 at Los T anos, or Hano, decided to remain among the Hopis. Their descendants are still there, still
Tewa-speaking, today.45 Though the Right of some of the Pueblos
in 1696-1698 was caused by the Spaniards, most of the groups
returned to their original locales.
A new element-the coming of Comanches and their Ute
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allies into northern New Mexico in the opening years of the
eighteenth century-set up a chain reaction that was to affect
population shifts for many years. In 1706 Penxaye Apaches north
of Raton Pass were involved in their last desperate fight against
Comanches. Jicarillas, badly mauled by Comanche attacks, planned to move to Navajo country west of the Rio Grande, only
to be talked out of it by the Spaniards. Soon more Apaches, fleeing south from north of Raton Pass, joined the Jicarillas. By 1719
Cuartelejo Apaches, pressed by Plains tribes armed with guns
obtained from the French, fled west to the Jicarillas. 46 Comanches, moving south into eastern New Mexico and northern Texas,
forced Lipan Apaches on the upper Canadian River south into
central Texas and continued to harass the Jicarillas and their
allies, who fell back into the Sangre de Cristo Mountains between
Taos and Pecos in the late 1720'S.47
While Comanches were causing a rearrangement of tribal
territories east of the Rio Grande in 1715, Southern Utes began
a long war against Navajos, then living just west of the continental divide, and gradually forced them to the south and west. By
the 1750'S the last of these Navajos abandoned their homeland.
Following this victory, the Southern Utes broke their alliance with
Comanches and aligned themselves with the Jicarilla Apaches. 48
This association assured Jicarilla survival in and to the east of the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains. From their newly gained territory on
the plains, Comanches began to raid into New Mexico from
the east. The surviving T ano pueblo of Galisteo, resettled under
Spanish direction in 1706 with Tano refugees from pueblos north
of Santa Fe, managed to survive Comanche depredations into
the Galisteo Basin until 1793, when it was abandoned. These
Tanos joined the people of Santo Domingo pueblo. 49 Farther
south, Comanche raids into the country of Mescalero Apaches
cut them off from their buffalo-hunting grounds east of the Pecos
River. 50 Repeated attacks upon the pueblo of Pecos on the eastern
frontier plus the ravages of epidemics so reduced the population
that in 1838 a handful of survivors walked out of the pueblo to
join their linguistic relatives at Jemez. 51
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Comanche-Ute hostilities continued to the end of the eighteenth century and beyond. During the first half of the nineteenth
century, Southern Utes hunting on the plains not only clashed
with their former allies but also with Kiowa, Shawnee, Arapahoe,
and Cheyenne Indians who frequented the upper Arkansas River,
one of the regions through which these Utes passed on their way
to hunt on the plains. The other major Southern Ute access to the
plains was through }icarilla country. This led to considerable
trouble along the western end of the Santa Fe Trail in the 1820'S
and later. 1I2
Indian population shifts in New Mexico during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries were paralleled by similar movements
far to the west in Arizona, where Spanish activity was confined
mostly to the area south of the Gila River. Halchidhoma Indians,
pressed by Mohaves and Yumas living above and below them on
the banks of the lower Colorado River, abandoned their homes
and £led south in the 1820's, eventually joining Pimas on the Gila
River. Maricopa Indians on the Gila near Gila Bend and Yavapais
of central Arizona, separated by a strip of no-man's-land which
had been developed over centuries of con£lict, continued their
hostilities; but the Maricopas, also a target of Yuma attacks from
the west, finally moved east and took refuge among Pimas by the
1840'S.1I3 As in New Mexico, native groups in Arizpna battled
among themselves, with even less or no communication or contact
with the Spaniards.

THUS, over a span of almost three hundred years, Indian territories and pueblos in the Southwest shifted, contracted, or expanded-often radically. Events after the arrival of the first Spaniards indicate that most of these changes resulted from hostilities
(many probably originating in prehistoric times) between Indian
groups rather than from Spanish intrusion. One might well wonder how many population shifts of this nature occurred in prehistoric times. In the case of the historic period nomadic Indians
of New Mexico, Spanish interference in intertribal warfare was
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sporadic. The warring tribes' almost constant preoccupation with
intertribal friction undoubtedly reduced contacts with and influence of Spanish culture. Spanish-appointed Pueblo officials,
really buffers between Spanish officialdom and Pueblo caciques
and other leaders, probably played a large part in minimizing any
change. In addition, the complex intertwining of Pueblo ceremonial societies and kinship groups provided a society stronger
than that of the frontier Spaniards in which friction between
church and state probably created a greater split than any conflict
within any pueblo during the Spanish period.
These hostilities appear to have played a major role in limiting
the amount of cultural exchange among the groups involved, up
to the mid-nineteenth century. Spanish alliances with one-time
enemies, such as Jicarillas, Utes, Navajos, and Comanches, intended to protect Spanish settlements menaced at the time they
were made, seem to have had little effect on the culture of these
Indians. Although Spanish punitive expeditions, undertaken with
Indian allies, were sometimes victorious, they gained little more
than a brief respite from aggression. Lack of central authority
among the occasionally vanquished nomadic groups made it impossible to impose terms on all people of anyone group, with the result that normal culture exchange had a minimum time in which to
operate. It was not until the 1870'S when the United States introduced the reservation system that Indian population shifts in
the Southwest were brought to a halt. And this in turn, because
of territorial and associated cultural restrictions, quickly broke
down what remained of the indigenous cultures of most of the
groups involved.
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INDIAN MISSION PRINTING IN NEW MEXICO:
A BIBLIOGRAPHY

JAMBS H. PRASBR

activity in the area now occupied by the State of
New Mexico can be dated loosely from 1539 when Fray Marcos
de Niza made his explorations through Cibola. Juan Pablos was
printing the Doctrina Christiana en la lengua Mexicana e Castellana in Mexico City in that same year, but nearly three hundred
and forty years were to elapse before any known New Mexican
mission printing was produced.!
Dr. John Menaul, a Presbyterian missionary, must be given
credit for being the first missionary-linguist-printer in the New
MexiCo Territory. Coming to Laguna in the fall of 1876,2 Menaul
wasted no time in beginning his study of the Laguna language
and in soliciting a hand press for use in his work. s In the summer
of 1877 Menaul received the needed press from an eastern donor,
and according to his second annual report to his mission board he
had printed 3,875 pages of material in less than eight months
from the time the press arrived. 4 The report does not state specifically the nature of the material but it was evidently on the order
of teaching aids. Although no list of Menaul's printing is known,
we do know that he translated into the Laguna language and
printed a catechism, teaching aids, selections from the Bible, and
two editions of McGuffey's First Reader. 5 The known Bible texts
translated and printed by Menaul are included in the bibliography.
Menaul is not known to have printed a hymnal, but it is quite
likely that he had translated several hymns before he left Laguna
in 1889.
MISSIONARY
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The first New Mexican Indian hymnal of which there is any
record was the work of Reverend Moses Bercovitz, also a Presbyterian missionary to the Laguna. 6 Bercovitz refers to this hymnal
in the introduction to his second hymnal (8)7 but provides no
bibliographical information; he does give, however, an indication
of the controversy which it created. Bercovitz states that there was
considerable opposition on the part of:
. . . those white people who feed on the ignorance of the Indians,
and who, under the mask of pretended solicitude in behalf of the
English language have succeeded in stirring up the powers of the
Government against the author and his Hymn Book. The Indian
Agent at Santa Fe, first prohibited its use for the children, then for
adults, then the use of public buildings for the purpose of worship
if the Hymn Book should be used; and at last, as all this was not
heeded, an edict for the ejection of the author from the pueblo was
procured from the Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which
received the sanction of the Hon. Secretary of the Interior.

Bercovitz was ultimately suspended from his position, 8 but before
leaving Laguna, he was able to see his second hymnal printed.
Judging from the types used, it was probably printed by John
Menaul in Albuquerque, where he had assumed the pastorate of
a Mexican church and is known to have printed tracts in Spanish.

THE NEXT PHASE in New Mexican mission translation and printing did not begin until 1930. In that year H. Carroll Whitener, a
self-taught linguist and former missionary in the Far East, came
to New Mexico. By 1947 Whitener, with the help of several
other missionaries and several informants, had produced a number
of hymnals and Bible translations in the Keresan and Zuni languages. The translations in Keresan, however, were not widely
accepted. 9 This failure is attributed primarily to the Reverend Mr.
Whitener's use of young informants who were not well acquainted
with the nuances of their own language-to say nothing of their
limited knowledge of English. 1Q
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The Zuni hymnals and Bible text translations on which Whitener worked are quite another matter. The Reverend George Yff, a
missionary to the Zuni for many years, and Rex Natewa, a Zuni
Christian, directed Whitener's work, and because of their competence in Zuni and English respectively, the translations were
accepted and are still in use today. 11
AT THE TIME of this writing, the Wycliffe Translators are working among several of the New Mexican Indian tribes in what
might be considered the third phase of New Mexican Indian
mission translation and printing activity.12 The first publication
by a member of the Wycliffe group is a Tewa hymnal printed by
the translator, Randall Speirs, at Espanola, New Mexico. Although this Tewa hymnal is the most recent, it will certainly not
be the .last example of printing during this third phase, for Mr.
Speirs is preparing a translation of the New Testament. Mr. Curtis Cook of Zuni is at work on a hymnal and a translation of selections from the New Testament into the Zuni language. 13

BIBLIOGRAPHY
KERESAN LANGUAGE MATERIALS

Bible Text Translations
The following three pieces of printing represent the first known translations of a part of the Bible printed by a New Mexican Indian mission
press. These three items are no more than folded sheets without cover,
title page or colophon and have been described from the copies in the E.
E. Ayer Collection, Newberry Library, Chicago. Dr. John Menaul was
the translator and printer. The dates of printing are unknown.
(I) "EXODUS, Chapter XX" at top of first page. Three pages of text
in Laguna containing the first seventeen verses of the chapter. 14.3 x 10.9
em.
(2) "PSALM XXIII" at top of first page. Two pages of text. The verses
are given in English followed by the Laguna translation. 12.8 x 10.5 em.
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(3) "St. MATTIIEW, CHAPTER V:' at top of first page. Six pages of text
containing the first nineteen verses of the chapter. The text is given in
English followed by the Laguna translation. 15.7 x 10.5 em.
(4) JESUS CHRISTO TSIIANISHE / (row of devices) / THE Bmm OF
JESUS CHRIST / (illus.) / National Missions of the Presbyterian Church,
U.S.A./H.C. Whitener/No 4th St. and Los Griegos Rd. / Albuquerque,
N.M. 13 pp.; 15 x I I em.; red paper covers. Cover title: same as title page
but without the imprint.
This translation by Whitener of the first four chapters of the Gospel
of Matthew was printed in 1930. English and Keres text are on facing
pages. The number of copies, printer, and place of printing are unknown.
(5) JESUS CHRISTO / NIYA / TAWA-MANI / MATTIIEW / TSIDYATRANI
/ TRANSLATION BY / H. CARROLL WHITENER / ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. /
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCffiTY / (I line of text) / NEW YORK. 78 pp.; 15.8 x
10.6 em.; black cloth boards. Cover title: MATTHEW / TSIDYATRANI. The
cover title and the double rectangular border around it are blind stamped.
A key to the pronunciation and writing of the Keres language is given
on page three.
2,976 copies were printed in 1933 by R. R. Donnelley & Sons, Chicago.
(6) JESUS CHRISTO / NIYA / TAWA-MANI / JOHN / TSIDYATRANI I
THE /GOSPELOF JOHN / IN / KERES INDIAN / (rule) / Translation by /
H. CARROLL WHITENER / (3 lines of text) / (rule) / ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO / 1935. 72 pp.; I5.4X 10.1 em.; tan paper covers. Cover title:
JOHN / TSIDYATRANI / THE GOSPEL OF JOHN / IN KERES INDIAN. Double
black border around cover title.
The number of copies, printer, and place of printing are unknown.
(7) JESUS CHRISTO / GA-UMATSITYAIMISHI / E-TSAAPUTYISHI / (device) / AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY / (I line of text) / NEW YORK. 79 pp.;
15.8 x 10.6 em.; black cloth boards. Cover title: E-TSAAPUTYISHI. The
cover title and the triple rectangular border around it are blind stamped.
A pronunciation and WIiting key is given on page three of this translation of the Book of Acts. H. Carroll Whitener was the translator.
2,000 copies printed in 1936 by R. R. Donnelley & Sons, Chicago.
Despite the number of copies printed of this translation and the Gospel
of Matthew (5), these texts are very scarce as the result of a storage room
fire.
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Hymnals
(8) HYMN BOOK / AND j ApPENDIX. / In The Laguna Indian Language / by / REv. M. BERCOVITZ. / (rule) / Revised and corrected with
Mr. Ulysses Paisano, / Elder of the Laguna Indian Presbyterian Church.
/ (rule) / (2 lines of text) / (rule) / 1898. 32 pp.; 18.3 x 12.5 ern.; tan
paper covers. Cover title: Same as the title page.
Contains twenty-one hymns; the appendix contains selections in Laguna from Exodus, Romans, I Corinthians, Matthew, and Mark. The
appendix also contains a Laguna translation of: "Prayer' for forgiveness
of sins;" "Apostle's Creed;" "Interrogatory for those that want to join the
church."
(9) Christo / Tsiuamashitanishi / Yuni Tsidyatrani / (rule) / H.
Carroll Whitener / (device) / 1935 / (rule) / .(6 lines of text). 12 pp.;
13.6 x 9 ern.; tan paper covers with dark-blue printing. The cover serves
as the title page and is counted as page one. The Ten Commandments are
printed inside the front cover and the Lord's Prayer and the 23rd Psalm
are printed inside the back cover. Contains nine hymns.
Number of copies printed, printer, and place of printing are unknown.
(10) YUNI/ TSIDYA'I'RANI/ (double figured lines) / (5 lines of text) /
(double figured lines) / H. Carroll Whitener / 1936. 44 pp.; 14.5 x 9.8
ern.; gray paper covers. The cover has a double rectangular-ruled border
and reads the same as the title page.
Contains thirty-three hymns and twelve pages of Bible texts as well
as a key to pronunciation and writing of Keres.
Number of copies printed, printer, and place of printing are unknown.
(I I) YUN! / TSIDYATRANI / (double figured lines) / (5 lines of text) /
(double figured lines) / H. Carroll Whitener / 1943.45 pp.; 14.9 x 10 ern.;
red-brown limp cloth covers. Cover title: Same as the title page.
This item is a revision of no. 10 above.
Number of copies printed, printer, and place of printing are unknown.
TEWA LANGUAGE MATERIALS

Hymnal
(12) Ee-kha'wami / Let's Sing! / (device). 12 pp.; 21.5 x 14 em.; yellow paper covers.
Contains seventeen hymns. The first three pages contain an introduction to Tewa and a pronunciation guide.
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100 copies mimeographed by Randall H. Speirs, the translator, at Espanola, N.M., in 1965.
ZUNI LANGUAGE MATERIALS

Bible Text Translations
(13) JESUS CHRIST CHAWOA / (3 stars) / The Birth of Jesus Christ /
(illus.). 4 pp.; 15.1 x 11.3 em.; red paper covers.
A writing and pronunciation key is given inside the back cover. This
translation of the second chapter of the Gospel of Matthew was done by
George Yff, H. C. Whitener, Rex Natewa, and Cornelius Kuiper.
Ca. 500 copies printed in 1940. Printer and place of printing are unknown.

(14) JESUS CHRIST / AN PENAN' QOK'SHI / JOHN / TSINA YAAKYAKOWA / (device) / Translation by / George Yff - H. Carroll Whitener - Rex
Natewa / Generally following the Greek Text / of / EBERHARD NESTLE
/ (double rule) / Zuni, New Mexico / 1941. 48 pp.; 17.8 x 12.6 em.; grayblue paper covers.
A language key is given inside the front cover.
Ca. 500 copies printed. Printer and place of printing are unknown.
Hymnals
(15) (Zuni Hymns. Translated by George Yff, Rex Natewa and H. C.
Whitener). 28 pp.; 14.8 x 9.2 em.; light brown paper covers. There is no
printing on the cover nor is there a title page or indication where, when,
or by whom it was printed.
Ca. 60 copies of this first Zuni hymnal were mimeographed by George
Y££ at Zuni in the spring of 1942. Contains sixteen hymns printed on one
side of the page only.
(16) ZUNI HYMNS AND CHORUSES / ASHIW' AWAN TEwusu / TENAWE. 36 pp.; 15.3x 10 em.; orange paper covers. The above title was
taken from the cover, there being no title page in this edition.
This revision of no. 15 (above) contains twenty-one hymns printed on
one side of the page only. Translations of a few Bible verses are included.
Ca. 150 copies were mimeographed by George yff at Zuni in the fall
of 1942.
(17) TSINA ISHOKWIN NAN / TEKOHANANE / BOOK OF LIFE / TENA
TAP LAHL JESUS CHRIST AN / PENAN QOKSHI / Songs and the Gospel of
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Jesus Christ / (device) / WITH THE FORM FOR / HOLY COMMUNION /
(device) / Translated by / George Y£F - Rex Natewa - H. Carroll Whitener
/ Zuni, New Mexico / Revised Edition /1947.65 pp.; 15.2X1L5 em.;
linen-backed paper covers with white rectangle containing cover title
printed in red. The white rectangle is superimposed on a green and white
photo of Easter lilies.
Ca. 500 copies of this revision of no. 16 were printed. Printer and place
of printing are unknown.

NOTES
L The Cuaderno de Ortografia by Father A. MartInez and subsequent
printing by him is outside the scope of this article, as he is not known to
have translated or printed any work in a New Mexican Indian language.
2. Dr. Menual had spent two years as a missionary in West Africa before coming to the Southwest in 1870' From 1870 until 1873 he worked
among the Navajo at Ft. Wingate, N. M., and continued his work at Ft.
Defiance, Ariz., from 1874 to 1875. In 1876 he left Ft. Defiance for Laguna, N. M. Princeton Theological Seminary, Necrological Report, vol. 4
(19 12), p. 165.
3. Letter from John Menaul to Sheldon Jackson, Denver, Nov. 2,
1876.
4. The Second Annual Report, March I, 1878, is in the form of a letter. This report is in the Sheldon Jackson Scrapbook held by the Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia.
5. Ruth 1. Butler, ed., A Bibliographical Checklist of North and Middle American Linguistics in the E. E. Ayer Collection (Chicago, 1941),
vol. I, pp. [413-14].
6. Born in Constantinople and educated in Switzerland and Chile,
Bercovitz was pastor of Presbyterian churches in Chile and Galena, Illinois, before coming to Laguna in 1893. Edgar Robinson, ed., The Ministerial Directory (Oxford, Ohio, 1898), p. 170.
7. No copy of the first hymnal has been located in either public or
private collections.
8. Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in
the United States of America. New Series, vol. 22 (1899), p. 537.
9. Letter to the author from Rev. Edmund D. Viser, Laguna, N. M.,
Oct. 6, 1966.
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10. Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Carillo, Winslow, Ariz.,
Feb. 18, 1967.
I I. Interview with Rev. Cornelius Kuiper, Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 26,
1967.
12. Wycliffe Bible Translators, Inc., was organized by William Cameron Townsend in 1934 as a means for giving linguistic preparation to
prospective translators working within a missionary context. Ethel E. Wallis and Mary A. Bennett, Two Thousand Tongues to Go (New York,
1959), pp. 45-47·
13. Although the Navajo tribe extends into New Mexico, Navajo language.translation and printing is being considered in an article on Arizona
Indian mission printing.
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THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF BARTOLOME DE LAS CASAS. By Henry Raup
Wagner with the collaboration of Helen Rand Parish. Albuquerque:
The University of New Mexico Press, 1967. Pp. xxvi, 310. IlIus.,
bibliog., index. $12.50'
THIS BOOK reveals two most remarkable men, the subject of this biography
and the author himself. Distinctly different and apart in time, geography,
and culture, they are very much alike in one point-their tenacity in actively pursuing lifelong ideas until they were nonagenarians. Perhaps this
firmness of purpose is what first drew Mr. Wagner to Fray Bartolome de
las Casas. The latter, as we know, is among the most prominent figures of
sixteenth-century Spain in her Conquest of the New World; indeed, his
writings made him the most heroic Spanish figure in the English-speaking
world because they provided Protestant England with a powerful propagandist weapon against Catholic Spain, and later the Spanish-American
nations in their struggles against the old Spanish monarchical establishment. And so Wagner ends this biography by comparing Charles V and
his hero: "Surely these two were the outstanding Spaniards of the sixteenth century, the Holy Roman Emperor and the Protector of the Indians-and, in my opinion, the greater of the two was Bartolome de las Casas." He lays the groundwork for this (to him) legitimate statement by
writing a concise, exhaustive, up-to-date-and honest-review of the life
and times of his hero, plus a similar critical exposition of his writings at
the end of the book. As such it is a most valuable capstone to the pyxamid
of the myriad writings on las Casas down the centuries. But so honest is
Wagner in his scholarship and presentation, even when bursting with admiration for his hero, that the reader who is informed on the intricate
problems created by the often ruthless Spanish Conquest of Central and
South America can readily pick out all the flaws in the character and procedures of las Casas.
Gleat and admirable though he was in his over-all ideals and in his
tenacious pursuit of them, he was both impractical and fanatical. His ideas
were indeed centuries ahead of his times, and thus to be justly admired
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from modern hindsight, but they were doomed to utter failure if followed
in the milieu of unavoidable hard facts and attitudes of his day. And even
if they had been practical to some extent, he himself spoiled their adoption
with his uncompromising and overriding personal attitude. Wagner, for
example, decries the unkind remarks which the famed and much-loved
Franciscan missionary, Fray Toribio Motolinia, made to the King against
las Casas. But Motolinia and his many pioneer Franciscan confreres, and
also the Dominicans if fewer in number, had long been working most intimately night and day with their beloved Indians, often suffering persecution at the hands of certain Spaniards who regarded the poor aborigines as
their game; consequently, they knew the situation and its intricate problems from painful firsthand knowledge. Las Casas, on the other hand, a
self-asserting secular cleric who had later joined the Dominican Order and
was forever emotionally an independent clergyman in Dominican clothing,
had never done a lick of real missionary work in the field except as a supervisor. Yet he knew everything, the devoted missionaries knew nothing,
and so he rubbed them the wrong way. Motolinia had to complain in the
way field missionaries down to our day have had to complain about the
high-handed omniscience of lily-palmed supervisors from headquarters. If
this unrelenting fanaticism did not set well with saintly and humble missionaries, how could it make a dent in the worldly proud circles of the
royal Court, even if his arguments were of the best? But this was las Casas,
and if his really great ideas and the decades of his tenacity in pushing
them into'his nineties are worth mankind's admiration, Wagner has succeeded most admirably-besides deserving our admiration for his own true
scholarship as he pursued it in this regard until he reached that same venerable age.
For the benefit of students of las Casas, we must conclude by pointing
out a grave error when Wagner states that las Casas was undoubtedly ordained a priest in 15"10 by the Dominican prior of Espanola, "who had
probably brought faculties from the Pope to perform such a ceremony."
This he concludes from a statement that las Casas sang his first new mass
with the Dominicans in the Indies. Now, only a bishop can validly ordain,
and the Pope had not made this prior a bishop. The fact is that las Casas
had been ordained in Spain but, like other secular and religious priests
who came to the New World, had not bothered to perform a social custom,
that of chanting a first solemn mass assisted by a deacon and subdeacon.
This is what the young secular priest did at the priory of Santo Domingo,
perhaps at the instance of his kind Dominican hosts when they discovered
that he had not complied as yet with that custom.

Pena Blanca, N. M.

FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ
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SPANISH PERU, I532~1560. A COLONIAL SOCIETY. By James Lockhart.
Madison, Wisc.: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1968. Pp. xii, 288.
Illus., map, apps., bibliog., index. $10.00.
IN THIS important book the author reveals and analyzes the spontaneous,
undirected, and effective transference to Peru of a relatively complete and
basically intact Spanish society amidst the strife and turmoil of conquest,
civil wars, and political chaos -of the early decades of the colony. He follows the development of this society through the relatively mature administrative period of Viceroy Cafiete, 1556-60. Fully documented and excellently synthesized, it is social history with major economic implications.
Standing alongside and complementing what has been written on the military, administrative, church, and intellectual aspects of the early history of
the colony, it nIls an imperative need. The nrst comprehensive study of
Peruvian civil society in the nrst decades of colonization, it is replete with
new information, ideas, and interpretations.
The author tells who the conquerors and settlers were, where they came
from, what they did, and the status they held. Concerned with the highly
urbanized society of the Spaniards and the Hispanized as such, he does
not treat in detail of the great mass of Indians living apart from the Spanish centers relatively untouched by the process of Hispanization in this
initial period. The sources exhaustively investigated by the author are
wide and deep. The most fundamental are the notarial records in the National Archive and National Library in Lima and those in Arequipa, supplemented by the records of the Archivo General de Indias and the Archivo
de Protocolos in Seville.
The book is well organized and lucidly written. Chapters are devoted to
the composition, status, and functions of each of the groups constituting
the structure of Spanish Peruvian society: encomenderos and their majordomos; professional people (clergy, lawyers, physicians, notaries); merchants; artisans; sailors and foreigners; transients; Spanish women; Negroes, and Hispanized and semi-acculturated Indians, including those
brought from Central America.
- The author makes clear that real internal development of the colony began much earlier than generally thought, years before the rule of Viceroy
Francisco de Toledo and the 1570's, and that basic social and economic
patterns which projected far into the future had appeared by 1550, or
even before.
On balance, the Spaniards who entered Peru in these early days "were
no ruffianly adventurers lacking in commercial sense; rather they were a
good cross-section of Spanish society, perfectly capable of carrying on the
generalized commercial capitalism of the Renaissance which then prevailed
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in Spain" (p. 222), and capable of creating a cohesive, economically viable,
and self-perpetuating Spanish society'in the new colony. They came from
all strata of the Kingdom of Castile, from courtly noblemen and hidalgos
to members of the lowest classes, forming an amalgam of social classes and
economic groups in which the representatives of no single region 'of Castile
predominated. Included were important nuclei of professional people, merchants, and artisans. There were more Spanish women, in proportion of
one to about seven or eight men, than has been thought, and the Negroes
and foreigners with specialized skills played a more important role than
formerly realized. Very few of the conquerors were career soldiers. Rather,
they were fighters whose position in the colony was defined by their nonmilitary functions. There was no military hierarchy.
The social distinctions of 'the homeland were largely preserved. Except
for the conquest years, when members of the humbler classes present at
the capture of Atahuallpa and the taking of Cuzco won positions of. lasting prestige and eminence as encomenderos and leaders in the community,
social mobility was restricted. This was particularly true with respect to
acquisition of encomiendas and claims to noble status. Nevertheless,' the
individual could, through personal initiative and ability, improve his economic, and to some degree, his social position.
'
The author considers that the most important of the true builders of
Spanish Peru, that is, "the people who, living 'on a long-term basis in one
city and taking an interest in local affairs, provided continuity and stability,
thickening and strengthening the web of social organization," (p. 227)
were, along with the Spanish women; the encomenderos; the artisans, and
the Negroes.
The encomenderos, living in a truly seigneurial manner with county-size
encomiendas and great incomes, constituted the framework for ,Peru's social and economic activities. Their expenditures and operations provided
the basis for the activities of the merchants and artisans, the labor of their
Indians was essential for agriculture and mining, and they themselves' engaged in many types of entrepreneurial activities.
Working artisans seem to have constituted at least one-tenth of the
Spanish population. Most numerous were tailors and shoemakers, followed
by iron workers, and these in tum by artisans engaged in construction
work. Their training of Negroes and Indians was significant in the process
of Hispanization.
Negroes, who may have equaled the Spaniards in numbers on the coast
by 156o, are found to have been of prime importance as effective and
readily-Hispanized auxiliaries who made colonization mu.ch more thorough
than it would have been without them. In Peru the Negro slaves counted
as individuals, seldom being employed in the classic plantation manlier.
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Most were household servants, many were used in agriculture, and some
in mining. The Spaniards showed little reluctance in freeing individual
Negro slaves, and those freed constituted a community within themselves.
The Negroes seem to have had a position closer to the Spaniards than to
the Indians, with the relationship between Negroes and Indians one of
mutual hostility and the Negroes enjoying greater power.
Representatives of the higher nobility of the great Spanish courts, the
"Dons," are found to have made no great contribution to early Peru, but
members of the provincial nobility and lesser hidalgos provided an element
of stable leadership. The peasants who entered Peru contributed very little,
despite the early introduction of European -plants, animals, and agricultural
techniques, since working directly with the soil almost ceased as an activity
for Spaniards, although skilled agriculturists served as supervisors of Indian
and Negro labor.
Even though the great masses of the Indians remained on the margins
of the world of the Spaniards in early Peru, the process of Hispanization
inevitably touched a certain number, particularly household servants and
those who bore the encomienda tributes to the municipalities and remained
there for relatively long periods performing labor of various kinds. Meanwhile, intermixture of Spaniard and Indian progressed and the Indians
provided the labor for agriculture, grazing, the mines-including the great
silver mines of PotosI-construction, and transport. The author observes
that it appears that no significant numbers of Central Peruvian Indians
were ever enslaved; the powerful encomenderos, determined not to lose
any of their tribute-paying Indians, protected them from enslavement.
In the context of world-wide European colonization, the author characterizes Spanish Peru in essence as a "settlement colony inside a plantation
colony inside an administration colony" (p. 231). Five to ten thousand
Spaniards strongly concentrated in the municipalities made up of themselves a settlement colony, beneath them was an auxiliary population of
slaves assimilated to Spanish culture of about the same number, and beneath this auxiliary population was the great mass of Indians, acted upon
by those above them. He compares, in the general sense, "the Spanish
Peru of the cities to the English settlements; and other aspects of the Peruvian colony to administrative colonies all over the world" and observes
that the "settlers of Peru had much in common with settlers of other times
and places" (p. 234).
This book enriches Hispanic studies and points the way toward comparable works on other regions of the Spanish New World.
Alexandria, Virginia

ROBERT

S.

CHAMBERLAIN
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THE KINGDOM OF QUITO IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. BUREAUCRATIC
POLITICS IN THE SPANISH EMPIRE. By John Leddy Phelan. Madison:
The University of Wisconsin Press, 1967. Pp. xvi, 432. Illus., maps,
glossary, bibliog., index. $10.00.
THE TWO titles Professor Phelan has given his work are not misleading.
He has written two books, complementary and inextricably intertwined,
but two books nevertheless. The first is a conventional, well-documented
monograph on Ecuador during the presidency of Dr. Antonio Morga, 161 51636. The second is a thoughtful socio-political analysis of Spanish colonial
bureaucratic politics from a comparative, Weberian point of view.
Phelan's discussion of early seventeenth-century Ecuador, long neglected
by historians and chroniclers, is divided into three sections. The first, "The
Three Quitos," develops a number of themes-the abortive Spanish attempts to conquer the zambo republic of Esmeraldas along the coast, the
Dutch threat to Quito, the Jesuit thrust to the Amazon, and Indian life in
the sierra. In the second and third sections, "Judges, the Law, and Society"
and "The Judges Judged," he narrows his focus somewhat to describe the
activities of the audiencia and its two visitadores. Morga and his judges
faced the usual problems. They had to administer justice and colonial affairs in a way to please their constituents in Ecuador and their superiors in
Madrid and Lima. They had to balance the various powerful elements in
colonial society, particularly the regular and secular clergy, and to prevent
fraud or cover it up, depending upon how they personally were involved.
They also had to look to their own well-being and social life (attending
mass, playing cards, and making love). On balance, Morga and the audiencia fared no better or no worse than similar bodies in other parts of the
Indies, but unfortunately they were not spared the rigors of a visita general, "those occasional gusts of wind encountered in the streets and squares
which accomplish nothing but to raise the dust and refuse and to cause
everyone to cover his head." Carried on initially by the irascible, arbitrary
Lie. Juan de Mafiozca, the visitation finally fell to the more cautious, conciliatory Dr. Juan Garda Gald6s de Valencia, who quieted the uproar created by Mafiozca and brought peace back to the presidency; One of the
most perceptive parts of the book, the description of the visita provides insights into both the operation and ramifications of this method of imperial
control and into the nature of colonial society. Phelan would argue that
.
the visita was a failure-costly, disruptive, and polarizing.
Phelan's second book analyzing Spanish bureaucratic politics is both
thought provoking and frustrating. Building on Max Weber and his contemporary neo-Weberian theorists, Richard Morse, S. N. Eisenstadt, and
Magali Sarfatti, the author has made a number of significant contributions.
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He has explained Spanish colonial administration in a way that most scholars only understand it intuitively hom immersing themselves in the documents. Going beyond structural legalistic descriptions of imperial institutions, he explains why they functioned as they did. He has also compared
the Spanish colonial bureaucracy with that of the English in India. In his
efforts to invoke Weber, however, Phelan seems less successful. He takes
issue with Morse's and Sarfatti's model of the Spanish Empire as a decentralized patri!-ll0nial society and brings in a welter of other elements, particularly Max Weber's charismatic, traditional, and legal authority in a
mixed bag. Phelan is also attracted by S. N. Eisenstadt's concept of "historicalbureaucratic politics" but does not make it clear, at least for this
reviewer, how one could apply the concept to Ecuador or the Spanish Empire in America. In the end the author puts the reader amidst a labyrinth
of conceptual schemes and points of departure-all intriguing-but does
not lead him out of the maze. But perhaps this is his purpose; he admits
the need for further studies of this sort.
In sum, this is a thoughtful, provocative book which may well constitute
a breakthrough in the study of Spanish colonial administration. From another point of view, even if one rejects all the theorizing (and I most emphatically would not), this narrative of early seventeenth-century Ecuador
is a significant contribution. The book deserves a careful reading.
Duke University

JOHN J. TEPASKE

DICCIONARIO ENCICLOPEDICO DEL PERU, ILUSTRADO. Preparado bajo la direcci6n de Alberto Tauro. Lima, Peru: Editorial Juan MejIa Baca, 1966.
3 vols.: I(A-F), pp. xv, 557; II(G-P), pp. 606; III(Q-Z), pp. 434. Illus.,
maps, diagrams, charts, tables. About $60.00.
To PREPARE an encyclopedia for any country is an exhausting and formidable task, but to attempt it for a country such as Peru is to challenge the
impossible. For Peru is not one country with one history and one culture,
but rather several countries with many cultures and many histories which
both complement and conflict with each other. Not only must one treat almost four and one-half centuries of history, but also delve into the centuries
of Incan and pre-Incan civilizations, relying on the uncertain reconstructions of archaeologists and anthropologists.
To·furth~r compound the problem, one must face and deal with the existence of various distinct regions, each with its own development pattern
and its own customs, history, and language peculiarities. In addition, it is
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necessary to include a myriad of indigenous words and phrases from Quechua, Aymara, and hundreds of other dialects from the sierra and the selva
which have been incorporated into the everyday language of Peru.
The historiography of Peru is replete with various attempts to accomplish this task. Manuel de Mendiburu's multi-volume Diccionario hist6ricohiogra~co del Peru and Mariano Felipe Paz Soldan's Diccionario geogra~co estadistico del Peru immediately come to mind. The fact remains, however, that no author and no work has ever approached the thoroughness and
comprehensiveness of the work under consideration. Alberto Tauro, wellknown Peruvian historian and bibliographer, and his team of compilers
have accomplished the near impossible. Their three-volume work not only
includes biographical sketches of most of the major and minor figures in
Peruvian history, but also includes geographical pl?ce names, explanations
of regional fiestas and customs, etymology of aboriginal and regional words
and phrases, objective treatments of writers.and their works, and a host of
other topics too numerous to mention in a short review. In addition, there'
are thousands of black-and-white and color photographs and drawings,
maps, charts, diagrams, and tables which further enhance the work.
No one, including the editor himself, would assert that this encyclopedia
is definitive. Specialists from varied disciplines will ,take exception to some
interpretations, and others will bemoan the exclusion of some person or
event. Such criticisms, however, should not and cannot detract from the
importance or the value of this work. It fills a huge gap in the literature of
Peru, and every student of Peru, regardless of his field of interest, owes a
profound debt of gratitude to Dr. Tauro. This is not to say, however, that
the work is Hawless, and one would hope that both Dr. Tauro and the Editorial Juan Mejia Baca, which did such a superb job of printing the volumes, will see fit to issue a corrected and augmented second edition in, the
coming years.
Finally, in a more general sense, there has long been a need in Latin
American countries for comprehensive national encyclopedias. Scholars are
continually faced with the tedious task of searching for hours to find some
obscure name or event or place. In the opinion of this reviewer, this has
long hampered scholarly investigation in every field. Thus, it is to be hoped
that Dr. Tauro's work will serve as both an example and as an impetus to
other Latin American scholars, and that we might look forward to seeing
other works of this nature in the not too distant future.
.
San Diego State College

THOMAS

M.

DAVIES, JR.
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STAGECOACH WEST. By Ralph Moody. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company, 1967. Pp. X, 341. Illus., maps, bibliog., index. $6'95.
IN THE short span of four years Ralph Moody has joined the ranks of the
talented history buffs and energetic literary men who periodically dip their
pen into the wellsprings of Western American history and folklore. The
author, raised on a Colorado ranch, has channeled his natural boyhood
curiosity into professional creativity with an initial volume on The Old
Trails West (1963) and his latest offering on the frontier express lines that
linked the nation together in the post-Civil War era. Stagecoach West thus
follows in the tradition set by the earlier writings of Bernard De Voto
(1943), Jay Monaghan (1947), Robert O'Brien (1951), Irving Stone (1963),
and Oscar Lewis (1966). These writers have served the trained historian
well by bringing to the general reading audience an important group of
well-written narratives on the American West, soundly based upon secondary sources, though occasionally lacking in such academic obstructions as
the footnote.
In this volume Moody's "western" sun shines first, interestingly enough,
over the Stone Age and its modes of transportation. It then quickly moves
on to illuminate travel in the Roman World, Great Britain, Colonial America and the Old Northwest before reaching its apogee above the transMississippi frontier. Once firmly located in the land of William Russell
and Ben Holladay, Moody is selective in his treatment of stagecoach operations. He chooses to focus upon overland express lines between the Missouri
and the Pacific to the neglect of local stage operations, and to emphasize in
particular those operations in California to the neglect of stagecoaching
in the Pacific Northwest, for example. The more serious devotee of the
Concord Coach can readily redress this minor imbalance (selection is, of
course, one of the author's prerogatives) by turning to the works of Oscar
Winther. The main weakness in the book, from the historian's viewpoint,
is the author's failure to relate overland stagecoach operations to the larger
historical questions of western growth and development.
Although Moody's volume is a convenient, well-written summary of the
familiar, it has much to recommend it. In his superb chapter on "Yankee
Ingenuity" the author deepens our understanding for the subtleties of
handling a six-horse team, especially where the artistry of loose-rein driving
is concerned. He skillfully weaves the leading roles played by John Butterfield, ~ussell and Holladay into the drama that is Stagecoach West. Equally
important, he avoids the pitfall of becoming overly involved in the current
controversy (Waddell F. Smith vs. W. Turrentine Jackson) concerning
the operation of a California stageline by Wells, Fargo & Company (p.
204). Moody writes in a clear and pleasing manner and, without straining,
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has captured much of the excitement and Bavor of Western stagecoaching.
His treatment of the subject is accurate and judicious. More solidly based
than his earlier work, Stagecoach West is the most distinguished publication to come from the pen of the citizen of Burlingame, California.
The volume is tastefully printed, the index is adequate, and the bibliography quite complete.

Pasadena College

THOMAS F. ANDREWS

THE WEST OF ALFRED JACOB MILLER (1837). From the Notes and Water
Colors. in the Walters Art Gallery. Ed. by Marvin C. Ross. Rev. ed.
Norman: The University of Oklahoma Press, 1968. Pp. lxxxiii, 416.
Illus., app., bibliog., index. $15.00.
THIS handsome volume reproduces a portfolio of two hundred water colors
recording persons, places, and incidents observed by Alfred Miller on a
trip through western United States in 1837. Now a part of the rich and
varied holdings of the Walters Art Gallery, the series was commissioned in
1858 by Mr. William T. Walters of Baltimore. Eight of the Walters pictures are reproduced in color, and the book contains seven other water
colors formerly in the Powers collection in England but now distributed
among various American collections. Each Walters picture is accompanied
by an explanatory note of from fifteen to thirty lines written by the artist.
The reproductions are of good quality, and the typography of the book is
uncrowded and pleasing.
Such a book requires comment on two planes: one concerning the pictures and artist's explanations of 1858, the other related to the editorial
notes accompanying the 1951 and 1968 editions. Actually, one could say
that the Walters portfolio sheds more light on the interests ~md attitudes
of eastern audiences of the 1850'S than on the frontier. And beyond a documentation of Miller's work, the editorial notes fail to provide an adequate
historical or aesthetic frame of reference for the painting.
Alfred Jacob Miller (1810-1874) was a reasonably competent artist who
had studied abroad and who enjoyed moderate success in his home city of
Baltimore. In 1837 he was retained by Sir William Drummond Stewart as
artist and chronicler on an expedition to Oregon. In the field for almost
seven months, the artist pai~ted a large number of water color sketches,
probably ~ore than two hundred, though the exact number is not known.
For this initial field work and the stream of subsequent revisions that
stemmed from it the editor claims unique historical importance, but. he
fails to discuss the matter adequately.
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The Walters pictures are not the original on-the-spot sketches. These
were retained by the artist who used them as models for frequent copies.
Commissioned more than twenty years after the western trip and bearing
clear evidence of much "editorial" work, the Walters pictures are richer in
detail and more finished in execution than the field notes. Gestures and
the sense of activity in figures is considerably less vivid in copies, but landscape settings have a firmer spatial organization. In a number of landscapes
the planear recession is impressive, and atmospheric effects are skillfully
indicated. Except for an occasional portrait or particular landscape, however, the scenes are generalized. Instead of recording specific events relating to the Stewart expedition, scenes appear to portray typical pursuits and
customs of the Indians and frontiersmen. Combined with the explanations
which accompany them, the pictures seem directed to a "cultivated" audience interested in gaining some notion of frontier life. Didactic and literary
in tone rather than factual or scientific, the artist's text is larded with
snatches of poetry and tasteful foreign phrases. Today's reader is more
aware of the romantic tastes of Eastern audiences of 1858 which looked at
the portfolio than actual frontier scenes the artist had once observed in his
youth. Consequently, a person looking for documentation about a vanished
frontier will be disappointed.
The twenty-odd pages of editorial comment and background are only
partially adequate. Between 1951, the first edition of the Walters portfolio,
and the present one, an important group of Miller pictures was discovered
in a private English collection. Deriving from Sir William Stewart, Miller's patron, this group contained field sketches plus water colors executed
immediately after the artist returned from the frontier. Mr. Ross performs
excellent editorial service in comparing the early creations with Walters'
commission, but he loses his reader in the detective work through which
he was able to assign the two collections (and others) to relative positions
in the artist's chronology. The confusion, unfortunately, is more a matter
of exposition than complexity of material.
The attempt to place Miller in a historical frame of reference is also uneven. Though it is informative to have Stewart's sponsorship of Miller related to the Count Mornay's retention of Delacroix on his trip to Algiers
in 1831, one is dismayed to find no significant comparison of Miller as a
chronicler of Indians to George Catlin or other American painters. Nor
does Mr. Ross discuss Miller's artistic antecedents. Although he mentions
that Miller had traveled and studied in Europe, he fails to consider the
extent to which our artist was influenced by English water colorists of the
early nineteenth century or by academic landscapes of artists like Claude.
The editor also omits discussion of the degree to which Miller's version of
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the frontier was shaped by current Romantic preconceptions. In like manner, when pointing out the differences between the frontier sketches and
the later Walters portfolio, he fails to discuss the changes that had occurred in American taste during the intervening twenty years.

The University of New Mexico

BAINBRIDGE BUNTING

THll EXTRAN]EROS: SELECTED DOCUMENTS FROM THE MEXICAN SIDE OF
THE SANTA FE TRAIL, 1825-1828. Ed. and trans. by David J. Weber.
Santa Fe: Stagecoach Press, 1967. Pp. 43. Limited ed. $4.95.
ASK ANY American historian, even a Southwestern specialist, to list the
best sources on the Santa Fe trail, and the chances are he will begin with
Josiah Gregg and probably include James J. Webb, Matt Field, and Susan
Magoffin as later entries. Among secondary studies, R. 1. Duffus and
Stanley Vestal always appear first. But all of these are United States studies, based on English sources and generally giving only one view of 'the
important trans-cultural commerce. Except for Max Moorhead's superbstudy and the lesser known works of William Manning, Ward Minge,
and William Bork, the Mexican archival materials have been largely
neglected.
In this slight but important volume, Professor David J. Weber of San
Diego State College has made many of the more significant Mexican
sources available. Collected from the New Mexico State Records Center,
the Archivo General de la Secretarfa de Relaciones Exteriores, and the
Henry E. Huntington Library, these documents provide important new
data on trading during the 1820'S. Here are lists of the men who paid customs duties, received trade permits, or took up residence in the Southwest.
The accompanying annotations provide valuable, if all too brief, glimpses
into the difficulties facing Mexican officials.
In addition to providing new information for students of the Santa Fe
trade, Weber's book will hopefully stimulate others to dig further into
these materials. With the Spanish and Mexican archives of New Mexico
becoming available on microfilm, it will be much more convenient to use
this great storehouse to supplement the more traditional works. The pleasing format and excellent printing of this volume are in the best tradition
of the Stagecoach Press, but for a book so full of names, it might have
been helpful to include an index.

Western Illinois U niversity

LAWRENCE R. MURPHY

HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW. Back issues are priced at $5 per volume
or $1.25 per issue, except for issues in short supply at $3 each. At
present, virtually all issues are in print from 1928 through the current volume. Reprints of selected articles are available at fifty cents
each. Volumes out of print may be obtained from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
OLD SANTA FE. Published quarterly, 1913-16. The file contains articles of
historical interest. The following issues are available at $1 each: Vol.
I, Nos. I, 2, 3; Vol. II, No.6; Vol. III, No. 12.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO PUBLISHED IN HISTORY

Albert Franklin Banta: Arizona Pioneer, edited by Frank D. Reeve. 149
pp., illus., index. Vol. XIV, Sept. 4953. $2.25

Bishop Tamar6n's Visitation of New Mexico, 1760, edited by Eleanor B.
Adams. 117 pp., index. Vol.

XV, Feb. 1954. $2.50

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO PAPERS

Colonel Jose Francisco Chaves 1833-1924, by Paul A. F. Walter, Frank
W. Clancy, and M. A. Otero. 18 pp., illus. No. 31, 1926. Englishedition, $1.00. Spanish edition (1927), $1.00
Early Vaccination in New Mexico, by Lansing B. Bloom. 12 pp. No. 27,
1924. $1.00
In Memory of 1. Bradford Prince, President of the Society, by Frank W.
Clancy. 15 pp. No. 25, 1923. $1.00
Journal of New Mexico Convention Delegates to Recommend a Plan of
Civil Government, September, 1849. 22 pp. No. 10, 1907.$1.00
A LIST OF HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS" AND A CATALOG OF BOOKS PUBLISHED
BY TIlE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
ADDRESS ORDERS AND INQUIRIES TO
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Mail Service, 9, 15, 16, 30, 31, 258, 259
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20-21,29
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222,225
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McQuestion, Charles A., 36
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Mesilla, 19,21,31,103
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174,183,186, 195·212. See also New
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Mexico City, 127, 130, 186,201,311
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passim
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225
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Mora, N.M., 173
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Navajo Indians, 17, 37, 106,109-10,
173-94,261-62,265,295,296,301,
302, 304
Negroes, 99·102 passim, 207; Infantry,
32,35
New Mexico, 153-56,205,208; colonial,
131-32,291·310; military, 5-48,
173·94; printing, 31 J.l8; statehood,
276,285-86; Territory, 5-48, 99-115,
137-52,213-35,253-70,271-90 passim,

311-12
New Mexico Sheep Growers Association,
280
New Mexico Volunteer Cavalry, 32.
New Spain, 119-35; frontier, 49·59
Newby, Col. Edward W. B., 181·82,
185, 186·92
Newspapers, 13, 177, 198,200·201,
222-23. See also individual names of.
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122, 125·31 passim
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129·31
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Oxen, 6,25, 38,139,174,175
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261,263. See also Grazing Rights.
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Pecos, pueblo, 260, 295, 296, 299, 302
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Philippine Islands, 274-76, 282, 289
Picuris, pueblo, 295, 296, 299, 301
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Pima Indians, 301, 303
Pinal Apache Indians, 5
Pinchot, Gifford, 271-72, 279-81,
283-84,287
Pinos Altos, N.M., 16, 19-22,24-25,27,
32,34, 35, 38
Pinos Altos Mountains, 13
Piro Indians, 295, 298-99
Pizano, Aniceto, 199,201-204
Plains Apache Indians, 295, 297
Plains Indians, 265, 292, 302
Plan de San Diego, 195-212
Pley, Jose, 213-14
Poe, John, 233
Pope, Gen. John, 35, 36
Popejoy, Tom L., Frank D. Reeve, 85-87
Pratt, John, 106, 110
Presbyterians, 311-12
Prescott, Ariz., 24
Price, Gen. Sterling, 173-75, 183-86, 192
Printing, mission, 311-18
Progressive Party, see Bull Moose Party
Prospect Hill, 11, 12
Pueblo Colorado Wash, 180
Pueblo Indians, 291-310 passim
Pueblo Revolt of 1680,296,298-300
Purgatoire River, 153, 154,218
Quicksilver, 123
Ramos, Basilio, Jr., 198-99,207
Ramos, JesUs, 198
Ramos, Vicente, 198-99
Randlett, Capt. James F., 230
Rasch, Philip J., The Tularosa Ditch
War, 229-35
Rathbun Creek, 154
Raton Creek, 153
Raton Mountains, 138, 141, 147, 149
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Rebellion of 1696, 301
Reconstruction, 99-115
Red Lake, 180
Reese, Calvin L., bk. rev. by, 158-59
Reeve, Frank Driver, 4, 85-94; writings,
95-97
Republican Party, 99, 102, 103, 104,
106,107,109,271,274,275,283,
284,285,286
Rio Abajo, 173, 185
Rio Abajo Weekly Press, 100
Rio Arriba County, 107
Rio de Loza, Rodrigo del, 125, 126, 129
Rio Negro, Ariz., 23
Rito de los Frijoles, 295
Roads, 29-30, 31, 39, 138, 147, 180,
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Ronan, Pvt. Thomas, 34
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Rosa, Luis de la, 201-204
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Russell, John I., 102, 106
St. Vrain, Ceran, 214, 221-22
St. Vrain & Bent, 178
Salazar, Jose Ines, 195-97
San Crist6bal, pueblo, 301
San Diego, Tex., 198,205,207
San Francisco Pass, 153-54
San Francisco River, 301
San Ildefonso, pueblo, 295, 301
San, Isidro Creek, 154, 155
San Lazaro, pueblo, 301
San Lorenzo, N.M., 7
San Marcos, pueblo, 299, 300
San Miguel County, 173
San Pedro River, 300
San Vicente Mountains, see Pinos Altos
Mountains
Sandia, pueblo, 301
Sandia Mountains, 295, 300
Sangre de Cristo Mountains, 302
Sa-nos-tee, 187
Santa Barbara, Chih., 49
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Santa Clara, N.M., see Central City
Santa Cruz River, 301
Santa Fe, 19, 106, 107,254,295,296,
299, 312; in 1847-48, 173-94 passim
Santa Fe Battalion, 175, 179, 185
Santa Fe County, 107
Santa Fe New Mexican, 102
Santa Fe Railroad, 29, 138, 139, 140-41,
143
Santa Fe Republican, 181, 186, 189,
191-92
Santisteban, Juan, 107
Sheep, 180, 186-88,191,218,280
Sibley, Maj. Ebenezer S., 255
Sibley, F. W., 199
Silver City, 9, 10, 34, 35, 38, 273
Slaves, Indian, 99-115 passim, 124, 179,
297; Mexican, 6; Negro, 99, 100, 103
Slough, John P., 102-103
Smith, Capt. Joseph, 21
Sobaipuri Indians, 292, 300, 301
Socorro, 181, 185, 298
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Stockgrowers, 279-81
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. Stone Corral Spring, 15, 16
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279,282,283,284,285,286
Tano Indians, 295, 298, 299, 300, 301,
302
Taos, 173, 174, 180,192,215,218,258;
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Taos, pueblo, 173, 295-96, 297, 299,
302
Taos County, 106, 108,213,219,220,
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Tewa Indians, 292, 295-96, 298, 299,
301; language, 313, 315-16
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259,278,302
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Teya Indians, 295
Thompson, E. D., 103, 104, 108
Tiwa Indians, 292, 295, 298, 299, 300,
301
Tollgate Canyon, 147, 149
Tompiro pueblos, 297, 298, 300
Tonto Apache Indians, 5
Trade, 50,190; Santa Fe, 176-78, 185;
with Indians, 297
Treaties, 272; Guadalupe Hidalgo, 5,
204; with Indians, 179, 182, 189-91
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Trinidad, Colo., 147, 149, 155,218,222
Tularosa, N.M., 229-35
Turkeys, 148,296
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passim, 215, 271, 275, 277, 278, 286;
Interior Dept., 271, 272, 279-83,312;
military, 5-48, 102, 104-05, 109-10,
138, 173-94,230-31, 253-70; relations
with Mexico, 6, 7, 174, 183, 186,
195-212; Supreme Court, 213, 219-21,
223-25
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Ute Indians, 142, 149-51,258,299,
302-304
Vegetation, 15, 147-49 passim, 154, 175,
187,262-63
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131
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Vigil, Gov. Donaciano, 182, 192
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119-35
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29, 141, 147, 174,256-57
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Warm Springs Apache Indians, 5
Water, 6, 15,16,29,35, 140, 187,260,
261, 262-63. See also Irrigation.
Water Rights, Tularosa, 229-35
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Weber, David J., bk. rev. by, 67-68
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West, Gen. Joseph R., 19,21,24,26
Westphall, Victor, bk. rev. by, 159-60
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White Mountains, Ariz., 14
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Whitener, H. Carroll, 312-13
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Willow Creek, see Raton Creek
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277,278
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Wootton, Richens L., Jr., 155
Wycliffe Translators, 313
Yavapai Indians, 292,303
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Yuma Indians, 292, 303
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Zuni, pueblos, .180-81,292,295,298,
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